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JACK HIRSCHMAN

THE OPEN GATE

In Memory of Jack Micheline, Poet
When I came to San Francisco
the street was Jack.
I write this on the #19 as it passes
the now non-existent Donuts 'n Things
on Polk and California Streets
where during the war we talked
of poets here and in the Soviet Union
before going to Minnie Can Do' s
over on Fillmore to do our things,
or headed to North Beach for
the wild venues there.
Later I learned the street was more
than Jack. It was Jack, and few of us
had much of it; and we saw poor
palms opening everywhere, the war
had broken many, and the rats in power,
and the cockroach landlords.
Jack Iived for the walk,
for the open gate inside
where the prisoner hears the strain
of Mingus or Monk, and sings free
along the storefronts and to
the windows of the world.
The bohemian was dead, but he said:
Long Live the Bohemian!
The poets were canned or clowned
or given microphones to suck on
but he cried: Long Live the Poets!

Those he envied and decried for having
made it beat in the literary world
he was right about: they really
weren't street, and street was where
the Poet had to be, or street would be
ruled by dead spores and fascisti.
He had a memory,
a bottle of chianti,
a gypsy-jewish fire burning in him
all the way back to black Pushkin,
had the con the hustle the scrounge the wail
to survive in a world where blood money
rigged up everybody's sails,
all that to keep the gate open inside
for the poem to blow as a hurricane,
for the paint to animal and child.
Old buddy of the Word, those guts you kept
like a holy ark of sparks bursting into flame
you pass on into all of us now bereft
-the hip, the dudes, the chicks, the damesWe ask a doll, we ask a dish, Rimbaud,
Mayakovsky, Kerouac and all
the streethearts gathered here:
wasn't that a matzoh in the teeth of homeless fate?
wasn't that a Poet made of bright and shining tears?
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JOHN FARRIS

TAO TAPS

-for Jack Micheline

being
still
is
still
being
some
being
is
still
moving
nothing
is
moving
still
nothing
is
still
being
nothing
moving

being
nothing
is
still
being
some
still
being
moving
nothing
being
moving
still
moving
still
moving

nothing
is
being
still
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IRA COHEN

Mar Rio

"nuestras vidas son rfos que van a dar en la marque es eternidad"
-Jorge Manrique
for Jack Micheline

Pushing your cart into the night sky
You made it all the way to the last
stop
How many trains you rode
through the dark 'til the break
of dawn filling your notebook
with hats on clown faces
I see you flapping your lips
in a circle of saxophones
At last you are alone with your
song
Life will have to struggle on
without you, senseless & full of
shit
I've forgotten the name of that
river in Eden
Once there were four Jacks
now there are fugitive feelings
When they removed your shoes
they found that your socks
were painted on your feet
All the crocodiles are fast asleep
now
Tongue twister, heart massager,
Your Jew's harp rings in my ears
Like Bontcha Schweig you need
no defense to enter Heaven
God's soup awaits you
and the eyes of all the angels
open wideNow you are the king of the goddam
dead.

March 7, 1998

photo by Ira Cohen

LINDA LERNER

FAREWELL TO A DOWNTRODDEN SAINT

-for Jack Micheline
don't much like this age
hank ring aft r puritan taboos
holy /holi r than thou
about verything
hail & brimstone Cotton Mathers
running my city, country
anything alive, x-rated
holy art not exempt either...
walk down any street & see
people huddled in doorways sneaking
a drag, scared criminal by
new morality: in the name of health, family
someone killed, a building blown up;
doesn't matter what we call it now...
nabbed for jay walking
refusing to keep within the lines
overstepping like a child who
doesn't see a line
crayoned red over a coloring book picture
& called into the principal's office
to explain what i couldn't
can't still...breathe between lines
i don't see: do not step
on the grass dance on the grass
like a child doesn't know
how to put herself in
a prison, child with young
or old skin who knows in
the scheme of things/no scheme:

i bump into the POET
seated in a crummy lunch on tte
in my poem, coffee & a bagel
with a smear of cream cheese
out of his Bronx boyhood,
that old floppy hat he wore in
San Francisco, day i met him
and we spent together;
bumming a cigarette, he winks at me
smiling flowers & children
all over my poem
wherever he sees gray,
making a toast:
to life
to life

2/27/98

refusing today to join the huffing pack
chasing down the POET'S death
with their writing tools,
i've taken this crazy detour,
will not even write his name
in defiance
in deference
11

A.D.

WINANS

IMAGINARY CONVERSATION WITH JACK MICHELINE

Hey Jack
Was there a message there
Dying on a bart train no less
Riding it all the way to the
End of the line

LookA.D.
What the hell are you grieving about
Didn't my poems teach you anything?
Don't go crying for me
There's too many tears in this world
Go kiss a fat woman on the bus
Go to the track and bet on a long shot
Do something different
Bet on the number 10 horse
In a nine horse race
Be different
Be unique
Be what you've always been
I don't know man
I'm62
Tired and run down half the time
wan tog t
Sometimes I don't e
Out of bed
Just want to lay there
And pull the covers over my head

12

You want to pay your respects
Man
Do it with a poem
Not about me
Not about the dead
But about the living
Remember what I said
"It's the dead
It's the God Damn dead
Who rule this world."
Keep my message alive
Sing to aflower
Paint a rainbow
Hug a new born child
Visit the mental ward
And tell them Jack said hello

They're having a memorial for you
Jack
All your friends will be there
I have all thes things
I want to say about you
But I ke p welling up with tears.

For Christ Sake
Memorials are for the dead
I'm alive
My spirit is still here
Riding the wind
Write a poem for the living
Dying isn't all that it's cut out to be
Visit the zoo
Adopt an animal
Take a woman to bed
And tell her you love her
Even if it's only for one night
Keep writing with honesty
Don't pull any punches
The enemies you make
Are a blessing in disguise
Greet the morning with a song
Life is beautiful
People are beautiful
They just have to be made
To see this
Have fun at the memorial
See you later
Your friend
Jack.
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LAWRENCE FERLINGHETTI

VALERY 01STEANU

Jack Micheline (1929-1998)
Talking to JM at Space Light Sound Gallery East 7th Street
Is like tasting raw street nerve force
It's like a labyrinth of urban folklore and poetical bum lingo
It's like talking to Kerouac through a m dium aero D ath River
Half a century of "Fire and Light"
A symphony about Crazy Horse's brother
Wacky-Jacky girls chained by his bohemian charm
Born Harvey Martin Silver, son of a Russian Jew
Unrepeatable and unrepentant
With his beatnik heart glowing white-hat and hair white
Thousands of back-street bonfires in his eyes
A clown of the karma hallucinatory smile
I met him again in a church
Would you sign my book please?
Jack signs his name only
Minimum effort for maximum effect
H.H. Jester of Madmen of the Beatitude
Reading poems with Charles Mingus
Magician of street art, hipster
Chasing jazz ghosts in San Francisco
He was himself 24 / 7
Total freedom, anarchy, poverty
His tired dream fell asleep on the bus to Santa Rosa
And woke up at the Reincarnation Station

Micheline, Micheline ...
Jack Micheline, the American proletarian poet, died F bruary 27 on public tran it. Born
Harvey Martin Silver in the Bronx in 1929, he was living in the Mission district, San Francisco,
at the time of his death...
It's been a terrible year for poets-Allen Ginsberg gone last spring, then William
Burroughs, Denise Levertov, now Micheline.
Jack was the equal of all of them. He had the same rough poetic genius as Gregory
Corso (after Ginsberg, the greatest of the Beats). He had the same Lower New York-Brooklyn
Bronx lingo as Corso, as well as the same rough genius for alienating his friends. His silver
tongue seemed sometimes to have a double edge. In spite of all that, I'll miss him in the night
streets and at poetry readings and book-signings.
His bullhorn voice still fills the room, with anger and recalcitrance, with the jocular
defiance of the have-nots of the world, the desperate, the beat, the illuminated, the crazed, the
maudits of the world.
Eugene Debbs (who said that while there was a soul in jail he was not free) would have
loved him.

3/24/98

A huge garage called Stop Thinking
Destination Nirvana; one way to paradise
No more repetition in succession to boorish infinity
Open the gates of Shangri-la, beat motel for the dead poets
The maniac has arrived
Light the unknown
Because the unknown is all that he had
Because the unknown is all that we have
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PAUL VIOLI

Complaint

They seem to know
this place
the way they step
so calmly into view
They must come here
often the birds
that bring
their best song to you
But the ones
that leave them here
unsung
and slink away
I think I was one
of them once
so long ago
maybe an hour ago
Not surly bright
but quiet
I was one of them
a nincompoop
Paleontologists
agree
at one time
nincompoops flew
But could they sing?
Yes
better than a goose
I think
They could sing
but Beauty
made them
dumb

Robert LaVigne
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Watching you turn
in candlelight
that's my best
my only guess
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And when silences
gather in your eyes
like creatures
to a clear dark spring
in a cl aring
where sunlight 1 ans
its hazy beams
against a deeper blue

I see the face
of April in yours
So gay at times
it could be May

With this bed as warm
as earth
that still holds
the heat of day
And nightfall
with all
its flags in my face
waving me on or away
And mornings
so soft and slow
you can hear a nincompoop
crow

But then
when you turn
aside
when you turn
as austere
as autumn
so far away
almost solemn
I can't decide
With only
a simple flame
it's hard to say
With the colors
of this room drawn
from dark waters
colors that gleam
and slide over you
as light as honey
as dark as hesitant
as honey
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MEL CLAY

serenghetti/SAN FRANCISCO/saturday night

At the corner Broadway/Columbus tourists are taking memory drugs and smart pills-there
is a Monster Truck convention at Moscone Hall and midst the wreckage of factory machines
pogoing in a feast of oil and blood there is the smell of fried calamari and black coffee.
The Condor's jukebox is playing Billy Paul and the 70's Philly sounds "Me and Mrs.
Jones...we got a thing going on..." Teddy Pendergast and K nny Gambl mutate into Cinema
Noir twins "Everyone falls in love ...sooner or later" Look here! A sordid city at night movie
soundtrack with the steam rising up out the street man holes. Crash site photos of six young
black men in ski masks framing the remote marble head of Barbara Stanwyck in an electric
bleach friz of white kinky hair.
She looks good in small doses. You know there's a strong woman below who would break you
like a horse.
Down the fog covered Pacific Highway from the Cliff House you are drinking liquid helium
in a bar filled with violently packaged drunk Samoans.
You are driving away fast with the top down and the back seat piled with a ton of money from
the bank heist.
The car radio is tuned to East L.A. oldies. 'Tm a fool" "Hey Senorita..."
24th and Mission is all lit up for payday. From the window of the Azteca Hotel Barbara
Stanwyck is touching up her mouth with grenadine syrup after you pleasured her with hard
trailer park sex.
In the mirror over the bed she looks a cross 'tween Billy Holiday and Betty Boop-"You have
to kill my husband ...you have to ..."

.__~,
'
. ,,,......~
~·
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The tune you're hearing is a love ballad from Whittier Boulevard Low Rider weekend with
tuck and roll upholstery eyeflash chrome and dayglow paint. The drivers well seasoned by
rum and ganja RITCHIE VALENS LIVES in the land of 1000 Dances.
•

•
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Robert LaVigne

On Broadway the lap and wall and face dance girls are posing in doorways chain smoking ...lit
up like christmas trees with fickle database hearts .
These women bred from flat sperm flashing their karaoke approximation of real vaginas made
from three sections of implants welded together with used spit overgrown with weeds of
wedding flowers hidden from touch.
Kids already with a thick patina of road grime-gymbuilt bodies and fangs fully bared "Pays
the rent..."
Maybe the Beatles in Hamburg started like this-you know, happier than a pig in shit
bathing in pure alcohol-"I know...you wanna get with me," she said, blowing butterfly
kisses. Little white flowers in her hair.
How can I smell doom four o'clock sunday morning Washington Square Park up all the El
Nino night?
You said, "Daddy's little girl won't be your whore no more." You only meant it for a second
but it cut.

21

MARY

No more sweet sentiment or drag queen parody "What have I done wrong?"

No-Name Bar

In less time than it takes to microwave a small potato you made me cry.
Living here now at the end of time is a stunt for an old w ezer like me and I want this millen
nium end to bottom up with rapture and everything going platinum "You can get dressed. I
know you want to run."

Outside the joint's a blank-beige page
the color of faces inside.

I love you. All your life's baggage lovingly packag d in a mini-skirt, black lac halter top and
scuffed Nikes-Yes, you have the longest legs from ankle to tongue trail crotch this stalker
ever traveled.

E.

WEEMS

A sign in the window witches from "Stroh' s"
to "Short's" as a man who's hard to see
walks out and disappears.
The barkeep uses sign language
no one understands.

Yes-it was all night bubble gum "You'll miss me when I'm gone..."
The only song on the jukebox is scratched.
We played dance card love songs and cigar ballads on combs covered with tissue paper from
christmas presents and I know you loved me back-your guy who showed his inner mon
key-walking past without footprints-your last living witness ...

Everybody stands as though sitting
means commitment.

"So long kid. Don't get AIDS ..."

Walls are lined with clear, dusty
bottles turning like music-box dolls.

It is too hot to sleep.

The owner stands in a comer naked
separated by a wall of indifference.
Air cobwebs, cigarettes light
bum down to faces that won't move.
9 a.m. Debts are not paid.
Like clockwork the shift leaves,
next one-enters.
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SPARROW

GABOR GYUKICS

The Solution

At the Plaza

The itching took hold of them
whole bodies became continuous itching
they didn't know
where this itching came from
they only suffered from it
they couldn't observe any cause of it
human? radiation?
or would the sun become an enormous
anthill?

David Baldwin smashes his head against
the wall of his Plaza Hotel suite.
"THIS PART SUCKS!" he bellows.
"THIS SCRIPT SUCKS!"

because the itching has disappeared with the dark
but returned with the sunrise
they just simply couldn't work
even eat
practically the only thing they did
was scratch their bodies
finally they decided
that one of them
would go up
to the sun

In his left hand he holds a screenplay entitled
Double Cross, in which he is to play Jake,
an apprentice bank robber. "FUCK
HOLLYWOOD! FUCK HOLLYWOOD!"
Suddenly David looks out the window.
Down below, a horse coughs.
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TETSUYA TAGUCHI

A poem for Bill on such a night as this

Lookin' up at
the full
moon
against the gr y
-blu sky
ben ath it
und r thi m onshine
spr ads
the dark field
I am trying
to catch the
illusory
red lights
beyond
I have devoured
an apple
like a crazy man
then
silence began
to hear
a skinny
Brit girl
screaming
smashing
all the windows
of the
British Empire
The turf
surging up and down
as if
an old man
breathing difficult

another nightmare
started
to crawl
around
me.

26

postscript: when I was walking in the English countryside I smelled the smell of blood coming up from every
where-civil war, murder, incest, treason, anything happened here in history-now people are assured those
bloodsheds are fictional, confined in books of history, but this smell makes me sick-how cruel humans can be?
then I saw the moon above me-nature is evil, and is good-as we are.

Robert LaVigne
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1iMOTHY BAUM

Apollinairil y

I think
Of you(r
Daughter).

5 Feb. 1991
9:33P.M.

CAT POEM

Either you like cats
Or I don't.

29 Aug.1993

Haiku

Am rica:
God bless the refugees!
Each other's.

30 June 1996
3:06P.M.

Homage

The beautiful addiction
Of enjoying a book so much
You don't want to stop reading
Even to eat or to make
Easy money:
Spring Snow, by Yukio Mishima.

6:lOP.M.
28 Feb. 1991
1:05 P.M.

29
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New York Telephone Company Information Poem

Kant

Either you can understand the
Other fellow's experience,
Or you Kant.

I ask for the numb r of the restaurant
Chez Jacqueline,
And the operator pauses, then queries:
"Is that first word spelled S-H-E-A?".
No it isn't I reply;
Nor the second.

1 April 1997
10:28P.M.
15 Oct. 1991

London Walking Poem

Nobody walks down the shabby alleyway
Alongside the Royal Astrological Society;
I walk down the shabby alleyway
Alongside the Royal Astrological Society
With undaunted pleasure and pride.

Paris Poem

So little heat in this hotel room:
Paris, after the war.
Even fifty years thereafter???
Paris!

5 Dec. 1994

9:29A.M.
23 June 1993
12:45 P.M.
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Prize Day

for James Cummins
All who have read past the
First page of Finnegan's Wake
Please put up your hands.

30 Nov.1996
11:SSA.M.

The Birth of Mythology

She said: You smell like a goat;
He heard: You smell like a god.

Prologue Poem

31 January 1995
lOA.M.

I always take my tea alone;
Won't you join me?

14 April 1992
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Business As Usual, Oscar Dominguez, pencil, 1937.
courtesy Timothy Baum, New York
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"Cadavre Ex quis,
· " co 11 age b Y Jacqueline Breton, Yves Tanguy and Andre Breton 1938
courtesy Timothy Baum, New York
'
·
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"Cadavre Exquis" by Jacques Herold, Victor Brauner, Violette Herold and Raoul Ubac, 1938.
courtesy Timothy Baum, New York
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T
india ink drawing, 1926.
Dessin Automatique, by yvesh anBgu~ New York
courtesy Ttmot y au '
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Les Prisonniers, by Victor Brauner, india ink and wash, 1952.
courtesy Timothy Baum, New York
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THURSTON MOORE

FANTASY FUCKS REALITY SUCKS

I

I
40

michael (stipe) came with us (sonic youth) to see (wm.) burroughs in the early spring of 95
while we were touring w / rem. we'd met burroughs once before a few years prior. he lived in
lawrence (ks.) in one of those 1950s sears fold-up houses. we were enthralled to be in the
man's house as his guests. his perspective on life both real and magical had made quite an
impression upon us. but burroughs only spoke of knife and gun collecting. no one in sonic
youth had any real interest in these subjects. it was nice to meet him though. I related this to
michael as we headed to lawrence for our second visit. I was hoping to have more of an open
conversation about things other than hand weapons. michael said he had just talked to patti
(smith) on the telephone. he was inviting her to come see rem in detroit. to me, more than
any influence on my creative life - burroughs, iggy, hell - patti was the heaviest, the most
mythological, and the most alien. I could not imagine talking to her face to face. she held a
complete and striking place in my heart. as a 17 year old in 1977 I attended every nyc (and
connecticut) performance she gave and there were many. she was unstoppable and undeni
able. she approached her work as an artist, musician and poet with such an awkward and
sexual grace that I knew immediately, more than ever, what to do with myself from then on. I
moved to nyc to play rock n roll. michael's the same age as I am and he said it was the exact
same thing for him. he adored patti. he identified himself through her music. as impression
able punk rock teenagers we were fucked. patti split nyc and we grew up and worked hard
and we got to meet all our beautiful heroes. all but one - the most beautiful. in 1995, through
circumstance, she was coming out to play again and we were going to be there welcoming her
totally ready to kiss her feet. she'd probably think we were assholes. michael and I looked at
each other with such a feeling of the unknown. it was like we were gonna go to mars. well he
was at least, sonic youth weren't playing the detroit gig. but we were gonna do lollapalooza
that summer and rumor had it she was going to play the new york show. anyway we got to
burroughs' house and burroughs immediately freaked out at michael as mic;hael proceeded to
throw his hat on a bed. this is bad luck but burroughs caught him just in time. burroughs
really liked michael and they chatted quite a bit. I pretty much sat munching the tea sand
wiches made available. I heard through someone that patti went to the rem gig and michael
sang the whole night facing where she was standing and that she completely rocked to the
band. I met her at lollapalooza. she arrived in a van with her band and two kids (jackson and
jesse). I stood there watching her and I noticed some business person go up to her and point
at me! she was being brought over to me and we were introduced and...well, we became
friends .. - she was a human being mom believe it or not. she took no crap and played a great
fucking set and she hugged me at the end of the day before she split. now this was a moment
that I had possibly waited for more than any in my life as a rock n roll guy. was it sublime?
yeh, it was. - I still feel happy from it. later in the year I spent a weekend with patti and lenny
kaye up in lowell (massachusetts) where we played music together in celebration of (jack)
kerouac. this was wonderful and I will never ever forget it but I was talking to michael the
other day about certain ruminations on patti re: this book and I had to relate a somewhat
confounding personal moment. The first night in lowell me, patti and lenny sat in my hotel
room late into the night. I was interviewing patti for an art magazine in nyc and I was com
pletely tired, burnt out and headachey. patti was gung ho telling amazing stories about imagi
nary pet worms and early rock concert memories and we were having a drink and having a
smoke and...this was a moment that when I was 17 in 1977 it would probably be the most
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ALLAN GRAUBARD

complete and utt~r fantasy e~er. but. ..i wanted to go to bed... I wanted those guys to split so I
could sleep. rea}1ty was _fuck~g over my fantasy. how could this be? the next day we walked
around kerouac s grave m a misty brown leaf graveyard and then we went into a noise record
store that I ~ew about and the owner made a cynical sarcastic comment about why he didn't
s e th~ path _show th~ night frevious ("there was something on tv I wanted to watch...") I don't
know if pat:1 hear~, h1z:n but 1t freaked m out. cuz, you know, patti's my fri nd now and if
you fuck with her 1 m Just gonna have to fucking kill you.

the end - thurston moore nyc 10/17/97 2:30 am

One night she dreamed that she wet her bed, that whatever she touched was warm and
clammy. But when morning came the smell of dried blood woke her. Across the sheets a stiff
clotted skin was already beginning to set. And she couldn't rid herself of the sensation that she'd
been here before.
Then she realized that blood was still seeping from her anus. She took off the flannel shift
she always slept in, winter or summer, and gazed at the fresh cordovan stain. She twisted back,
pulling apart the cheeks to her ass, to see how bad it was, and turned gingerly to a wall mirror
that gave back something she has never forgotten. A small green spider, about the size of a quarter,
had fastened itself to the outer rim of her shit hole. It drank with brief spasmodic suckings as if,
already gorged, it labored now from instinct.
She moaned nauseously, spread her legs and tried to pee as she had in the dream. But
nothing happened and all she heard was the distant sucking of the spider.
She remembered being told that if she cut her hand deeply enough, the flow of the blood
would equalize the pressure in her body and the spider leech would naturally fall away. But it had
to be done before its mandibles fastened thoroughly into the flesh, pulling the green body in by
half, so as to sleep protected from any sudden move of its host. And this happened directly after
satisfying its extraordinary thirst.
So she rushed into the kitchen and found a long, sharp gutting knife that she pushed into
her palm and drew back, wincing from the pain. When she pulled it out, the blood spurted up.
And soon enough she felt the freedom that comes from release with the spider now
dangling between her legs on a single strand of silk. She took some pleasure in crushing it with
her foot, bandaged up her hand and crawled back into bed, clots and all.
She fell into a deeper, dreamless sleep, she fell like the dead weight of a corpse anchored to
the presumption that she still had a head.
And in the darkness there time drowned in wreaths of bloating flesh.
At first she coughed, but very quietly, as if she were a child. Then she began to sputter and
gasp. Suddenly she couldn't swallow at all; she could barely breathe. There was something stuffed
down her throat, moving slowly toward her mouth!
Believing that whatever she might do would merely worsen her affliction, she lay there,
.
.
face turned sideways on the pillow, panting.
She knew that the green spider had come back and that she would never be without 1t. It
would slip through her lips and down her throat, be~ween ~er breasts, through the lu~ar .
mouldings of her stomach and the tuft of brown vagmal hair s~e love~ to warm her ~gers m. It
would carefully worm its way through and begin to feed greedily agarn on the verminous blood
of her bowels.
In time she would come to celebrate the dual life that had taken hold of her, and which
made her all the more unique because of it. After several days her dotty sheets _would offer up a
granular incrudescence that, when she rubbed it into her anus, made for the spider an eagerly
awaited delicacy.
,
.
.
.
In time she would come to pamper herself for having given and received to the being that
she was now part of. And when she finally went out sh~ would wear the invisible crown of her
apotheosis woven from the tattered rags of too many ruined sheets.
The dream of wetting came and went, and each night like an old friend it bore up for her
the tunneled eyes of the spider.
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HUGHES-ALAIN DAL
from Pourquoi Je Suis Un Monstre (Why I Am A Monster)

translated by Thomas

Rain Crowe

AIR DANCERS

Tonight, evening has put on her gala attire,
cloth of velvets and incomparable blues
glowing in the air.
In a grand premiere, the Immensity Theatre
presents the new ballet "Lost Time."
Invited guests are filing in one after the
other, and already a majority of heads
are looking toward the royal box where, in a
few centuries, the Sun King will make his entrance.
Tonight, centuries seeming like minutes,
the whole court is present.
The princesses Persia and Ethiopia arrive
in a luxurious interplanetary meteor.
Then comes the grand courtesan Ursa Major.
Everyone turns as she passes.
Her beauty is as great as her name, but
those are white horses which follow her.
The old baron Sagittarius enters with his pieces of gold.
Then a multitude of bird-singers precedes
a golden state-coach, and it is in a deafening
uproar of cheers that the tall,
round silhouette of the King appears.
Near him we can see his favorite: the
Earth.
The Earth is draped in an immense black satin.
The King smells bad.
Reeking of towns, reeking of mills.
Toque Poetico, collage by Fernando Aguiar

Not the least bit of light subsists now
in the sky.
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The onlooking stars have tarnished their brilliance,
the piercing look of the King is veiled.
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For a few moments night will be total.
To the beats of the music, soft and lingering,
banisters of fir are illuminated and on the for stage of th horizon-Beauty, lik a halcyon mirage,
announc with h r flut d v ic : "L st Tim ."
The curtain of nothingne s tears.
The house lights fade and we admire the
scenery.
In the background, at the edge of infinity, is a
sumptuous palace of lace, a sloping roof of glass,
and parks of clouds giving illusion to
the height of the palace ...
The garden-stones are white.
The flowers are more beautiful than flowers.
First, it is the moon who mimics the roundelay
of hours.
She whirls, she leaps, does entrechats,
a few coupees, dies, is revived, and
writes in the soil of the terrace: "Two o'clock,"
"Six o'clock" then rubs it all out to etch in
the glass: "Midnight."
The curtain falls, for the first time, to an applause
which are cries of victory.

One sees stars dancing in tutus of diamonds
on the transparent tail of a comet.
They go back and forth, scratching, bombing
the V-2 like shooting stars. They are making war.
To our great surprise the set changes.
The sky is metamorphosed into clouds, dripping
with rain supporting a paradise where Venus
is hanging buoyant, such a marvelous sinner, offering
Mars a cup of dew where floating on the surface is
both vice and love.
The dance is symbolic.
The apotheosis of the spectacle reaches out into Hell.
There, all worldly luminaries surround and
slaughter a demon so large, that the God of Wisdom
is dying of jealousy.
Under a thunderous applause the curtain
falls a last time.
The crowd goes mad and sets fire to the ceiling of
the Immensity Theatre, the stars are raped,
smothered in caresses and violence.
It is the fifth night:

The King rises.
The moon is confused.
During intermission, a buffet, a bar and
private rooms offered us moon-honey,
sky-water, saturanian bonbons, etc; the
gluttony was inconceivable!
We return into the Immensity Theatre
where the faery-scene is beginning.

He sends in fuckers on atomic bombs
who chafe our lips and vanish into
the evening.
The Earth is black with anger, reeking of mills,
reeking of towns.
The mood of my dreams is destroyed, and I am there,
on earth, a man like all the rest.

The curtain is raised on an abstract setting.
Sadness, sadness, Oh! what sober reality.
The sky, the sky, and further off, more sky...
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Saturn, the stage manager, has gone
mad.
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RON PADGETT

REMEMBERING PHILIPPE SOUPAULT

"Really, you should meet him, just to shake hands and say hello."
My friend Serge Fauchereau was trying to convince me to do something I've always
resisted: meeting my literary gods. I had fallen for Philippe Soupault's work when I first read
it, in 1963, at the ag of 21, especially the charming early poetry, the hypnotic Last Nights of
Paris, and the explosive Magnetic Fields. Two years later, living in Paris, reading and translat
ing some of Soupault's work for my own pleasure, I dared not even send him a postcard
across town.
And so finally, 12 or so years after that, I found myself sitting in a booth in the Cafe
Apollinaire on the Blvd. St-Germain, with my 10-year-old son to my right, Fauchereau facing
me, and Soupault across from my son. We began the conversation in French, but Soupault
quickly suggested, "Let's speak English. The boy doesn't understand French, no?" The gentle
diplomacy of his manner and the consideration he showed for my son dispelled my concern
about meeting a "great man." I was meeting a real man, one who showed not the least trace of
loftiness, pretension, or condescension, and who, like an ideal grandfather, was happy to
share the conversation with all three of us on an equal basis.
In the course of the conversation, Serge mentioned Last Nights of Paris. Soupault
seemed surprised when I told him how much I liked that work, which I had read in the Rare
Book Room at Columbia University, in the translation by William Carlos Williams. When
Serge suggested that I publish a new edition of it, at the small press I co-directed, I replied that
I would be thrilled to do so. We looked at Soupault. "It sounds delightfui," he said with a
happy smile.
No discussion of money, contracts, or publicity. Just a straightforward sense of delight.
And in fact that meeting proved to be typical of all my dealings with Soupault: he was gener
ous, cordial, and enthusiastic. And he never made anything more complicated than it had to
be. In retrospect, I understand why two of his mentors, Cendrars and Reverdy, who could be
rather thorny at times, preferred Soupault's company to that of his young Dada and Surrealist
colleagues.
Soupault's personal manner was a reflection of the lightness of touch of his best poems,
a delicacy that is so artful that it never calls attention to itself. Given substance by his human
decency and his willingness to explore some rather far reaches of the mind, this deft touch
enabled Soupault to express a quietly radiant happiness and a palpable affection for the
world. It is all these things that continue to make him a model for a small but devoted number
of American poets in each new generation who are looking for a type of inspiration they can't
easily find in their own country.
When the waiter brought the check, Soupault, even at an advanced age, was quicker
than the rest of us. "On me," he explained. He looked at the total and said to the young waiter,
in a wry, gentle voice, "You know, Apollinaire himself would not have been able to afford this
cafe." And then left a big tip.
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Robert LaVigne
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GERARD MALANGA

The 3rd Avenue El
-for Frank Kuenstler, 1928-1996
Fir t, it was th str t' s surface in perpetual twilight.
Ev rything wa in high contrast,
the trestl and cross-ties,
the wood planking.
I can't remember the faces now, none of them.
Can't remember what was said,
what was read in the papers.
Can't remember the rattan seats, the bare lightbulbs,
the station interiors with potbelly stoves.
Can't remember the straphangers,
the bodies all bundled up, the overhead fans,
the darkening sky.
The erratic rumbling of the wood C-types,
a three to six car express
having just cleared the switch.
The past canceled out because no one remembers,
so the past is imagined.
Light dispelling the gloom.
Buildings flee backwards, tracks & switches,
signals, reflected windows,
the view out the window,
vestigial remains of abandoned approaches
at Chatham Square junction.
photo of Frank Kuenstler by Ira Cohen

Always a child's question. What comes next?
Why are some shades drawn and not others?
Who is that woman leaning out on her elbows?
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Will I
h r again
n xt time? Wh n is n xt tirn ? What com

n xt?

No one thought to look for me
wrapped in my imagination with my face pressed to the glass
at the very front of the train.
The rails awash with rain.

So I'm making b lieve these photos never happened
that In v r pr ssed the shutter release
t 1 t the light in,
.
to let the reality I see that one mstant
become that one instant
at the long end of day, at the rush-hour.
The following year I turned 13
didn't think of the El much.

And no one remembers.
It's another era,
The last sounds
of the El, and then an eternity of silence.

almost another century.

What made me think to take these pictures now anyway?
Even hold a camera at twelve?

28:IV:98 nyc

And why would I want to?
Was it a matter of luck, chance, then?
So we print the same negative over and over
till it yields something else.
Imagined futures. Imagined past. The aura of loss.
Always strangers facing each other in the light and dark.
Always the light of the late afternoon slicing through girders.
All that I remember seeing in photographs,
all of the above.
What we collect
is the measure of what we forget.
With Frank dead, who will I relate this to?
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VALERY 01STEANU

MOHAMED CHOUKRI

The Squirrel
translated by Nikita Starfish & Ira Cohen

Last Song for Octavio Paz
1914-1998

Epitaph for broken grav yard sculpture
Grave that did not exist
At your temple of subversive flying carpets
A sim~le eulogy that envelopes as infinity does .
Tuer~ is a white stone in the form of an open book
Inscribed with handwritten illegible characters
Like a giant tablet of the 10 Commandments
.
Words .
'b d b .
pressing on your corpse
inscn e ytrme
Verses burned by the rising sun
Polished
.
. by. glittering rain and glazed by a shi·mrnenngmoon
I was hsterung to your voice, Octavio, at the New School
I could see within what I was hearing from outside
T~e p_oetry was coming from the depth of your throat
With its code of the heart of a Latin beat
And the screech_of the teeth of the lost in the labyrinth of solitude
Photo ~p, flash, in the middle of a poetic phrase
Gathering poems with broken fingers
Your soul has finally escaped an 84 year old bod

Free to unite with the spirits of Diego and Frida ~d Tamayo
Back to the creator - cienfuegos - samsara
Thep oet is
· b uned
· with his arms outstretched
Go home, the cemetery is closed
Go home and pray for Octavio Paz
The air is his tomb.
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It is noon. I'm on my way home. Near the Regnault High School I see Mekki. Neither of us
could s e the madness coming. He was very intelligent as a young man. He got his degree and
want d to continue his studies in England. Now he has stopped talking, just goes around in
circle . A few cigarettes or even a handful of butts are all he wants. He doesn't beg. I give him
some spar change, as I usually do when I see him. He says to me while scratching for lice with
thin, filthy fingers:
-I would like you to help me kill these lice which are sucking my blood.
-They have been crawling all over me for a long time and I've killed so many, I'd like to
forget about yours.
-Today's lice are more ferocious than they used to be.
-I know. That's because they are starving.
He stares at me and smiles.
A little further on I come across Mucho. He used to be a longshoreman in the port of
Tangier. One beautiful morning, after unloading three or four sacks, he lost his mind and, at the
same time, his job. He was the toughest madman in Tangier and he could knock down anyone
who bugged him with a single blow. Now he is old and shriveled up.
-Some change, mister!
-What have you eaten today?
- I ate shit and I washed it down with blood.
Then he goes off dragging his heels.

Once, it was I who followed the crazy ones wherever they went. Now it is they who follow
me. I attract them. Perhaps they would like me to preside over their descent into a deeper more
impenetrable madness.
Another nutcase-he was one of my pupils more than thirty years ago-never stopped
following me around. He knows by heart my entire route. When he can't find me in some bar
where I hang out, he waits for me near my house to hit me up for five dirhams. He's really beginning to irritate me. One day he said to me:
-M'sieur, you have been unjust with me.
-How is that?
-When I was your pupil you took a book from me which had a photo of a squirrel. You
never gave it back.
-OK, I'll get you a book which will have your squirrel and many other animals.
-That's impossible.
-And why is that?
-Because that squirrel was marvelous. Unique.
-But all squirrels look alike.
-Certainly not. Do all people look the same?
-No.
-It's the same for my squirrel!
-And what will we do then?
-May Allah pardon you. But all the same you have been unjust with me, and with my
squirrel.
He gives me a sad look, turns away and leaves.
In front of the Cafe Roxy, he stops and throws me another enigmatic look before disappearing around the comer. I too try to disappear quickly before another lunatic catches up with me.
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0ACK HIRSCHMAN

THE BURNING BETHEL ARCANE
1.

2.

Th flames b coming
verything allov r,
and that womb a burning
with the babe you're living
and the churches just one
tiny spectacle of it.

Here comes
nothing
like it's supposed to be.
Here comes
Now I lay me
down to
weep.

And the net of death cast
over the living fish
and there's nothing
can be done now
that the globe is hooked
up,
and time is the money
space is playing around with,
and you can't stop what's up,
no one can,values you believed in
are finished,
and if you don't start working
for your own digital surrender,
you won't get a cross or a star,
let alone a stone, and sure as hell
there won't be a glow even at your own cremation
because of the darkness this light is,
and how fingers are learning everyday
to play it up right
in front of our faces
to speed faster than feeling or thought
the day when world is one nation under
(God'll only be his christian name,
his family name'll be:) Dotcom.
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Maybe light
someday
maybe
we'll put down
somewhere light.
Fire and dandy,
that handyman
of mine.
Some say anthracite,
I say dynamite,
fire and dandy,
that handiwork of mine.
My mouth's closed
and my eyes
ain't shinin'.
It's put a spell on
me again, and how
flames are rainin' down.
Who's been burnin'
poor black churches?
Hoot-owl, come
a branch down,
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help me name the fools
who don't give a damn
despite bleeps and bytes
(maybe b caus of ble ps and bytes),
hoot-owl in th groin of night,
come down.
Woman, when you touch me
with your fire,
black fire on white fire,
0 woman-Word, home
for the homeless now...
but when that other,
that tongue of hatred in
the darkness climbin'
that speech for hell
who makes ashes of prayer
and of life, vomit...
0 wage slave, do you
feel a few links clinkin'?
I'll show you chains.
Do you reckon your work
heavy on your shoulders?
I'll show you labor older
than Mamalujo and the Gospel
of the Four Directions,
I'll show you thick of hold,
how we died one on top the other
so you can claim your skyscrapers,
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I'll show you bethels of wood
have stood and withstood
the pigs of satan and his clones
and given you, in a homeless time,
the genuine color of home.
It's burned me up out loud

for as long as I can remember
cataracts of whip attacks on the backs
of shadracks meshacks and abednigos,
flog-twisted bodies,
gogmagog blows.
For as long as I can remember
Blacks were the true Hebrews,
their cause against slavery
against sig sick segregation
fused with deepest memories
of my own people's holocaust
but here, in America, and now.
Israel was over there, Israel was
Izzy, who played short.
Even the swastikas smeared
through the years
on synagogues and gravesites,
even that other kaddish
whose 109 syllables bring about
death and the end of time
never 'til now could quite fuse
into the question: who's
been burning the Macedonian
Effingham Rosemary
Mt. Zion Central Grove
Mt. Pleasant and Pine Lake churches down?
State governments of fear
and snitch, of course;
the legalized illegality
of death-row terrorists;
immigration cops and robot
commands! Kuts Kuts Kuts!
the whole damned federal klan!
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THIS HAS GOT TO STOP!"

But th ound of imp v rishment,
th back- wing and scap g ating
alr ady hav b n economically
soaking in gasoline for more
than a decade of robotics
so that the burning cross now
is destruction literally
of god's house as refuge
for the nigger kike Jesus,
blazes rooted in race blight,
in property, by parasites
paradoxically, of racist
private property itself.
And of the burning
question of the burning of
lily-white churches as well,
IMHO* all spiders of tomorrow
can run it through their webs,
play it as vengeance
or righteous counter-attack,
inter-racial marriage payback,
or because we don't feel
religious anymore-more-more,
and the Market's going up-up-up
while the poor-poor-poor

with roads to the future blocked,
with cells and mini-hells multiplying,
curfew chains around ankles,
subway charity verboten,
whit wash over their rap,
ideas tak n to the races,
and always the accusations:
Liar! Thief! Hoodlum! Punk!
Doper! Banger! Gangsta! Runt!
Chumpchanger sliding through the cracks
cut out of your own mother's faces!
*IMHO-computerese for "in my humble opinion"

3.
It's New York.
In serial-killer time.
It's the total mobilization of
"another fucking bill to pay."
This time around, the monster's
fighting on the other side
(we're the other side),
filling up the bottle with gasoline,
stuffing it with rag and lighting it.
Who was told that, were he ever
in the American League, the scribes
would call him "The Old Soupbone."

are hurting, starving, dying out there.
And we see the sad, bankrupt and pathetic
sag-end of the saga of America played out
across this land where no one's home free,
and the average age of those who burned
and were burning is teen
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As I left the Soho bookshop
I was thinking: the swing right
back to the old petty is in me too,
else why's my finger browsing spines
looking for Jiinger's Der Arbeiter,
or Ewers' novel of Haiti, Blood,
or texts of Heidegger?
Traces of that doom-cult in me,

the monster in my face just as
in my father's (always his mixture
of excitement, rage and fear when
he sound d the word Bund, as if
irresistibly drawn to what,
like Walter Winchell, he'd exposed),
who bought me Undercover
and took me to ✓/The House
on 92nd Street," where I first saw
a woman dressed as a man and began
subscribing to Common Sense in order
to expose the neo-Nazis -that was
after the war, was 1948 -meanwhile
in a punk little Jewish gang
we were throwing pillows on the filthy
cellar clubroom floor for the Black
whore was gonna be eaten by pimply
Sheldon while we all watched,
before we all got in.
And passing
one of the bookstalls, hearing
a guy say to his girl: "Here's one
about your ancestors." "Which one?"
she asks. And he: "Mein Kampf's Heirs,"
laughing. And she protests: "No, not mine, yours..."
And back-and-forth and back-and-forth
with snide, with dig, with shame,
suppressed rage and then exasperation;
and on Shevuas, no less, the day
of the glory of the inmost Book.

...

0 New York, where Janet Metz first
lifted my sex inside my pants without
ever touching it,
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this lonesome walk through your streets
of woebegone or happily cheapened dignities,
of empty or addled or utterly cooked eyes.

Robert LaVigne
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FRANK LIMA

WEST STOCKBRIDGE/MA. U.S.A.

MICHAEL & BARBIEO GIZZI
Stay on the Taconic Parkway
Until it spreads like a tall hat
When you come to route 102
You'll reach route 41
And hang a right on B3
Where the sky bends slightly
To the left
Like a wild hors d'oeuvres
You'll see the flaky clouds
Leading to Old Stockbridge
With its Lenox China moon
When we get there
We read the historic bricks
Laid by Italian hands
Hands that were made by
Michael Gizzy
And his trusting ancestors
Searching for order in the
Granite cantatas and maple syrup
Of the Berkshires
We will be there to meet with
JonGams
Ann Bei Reiss and Helen Lima
Will exchange real estate
On flying napkins
And blow country air into our
Damp poetic rooms in the clouds
My left ear is still ringing
With Chad Odefey's new poem
I'll bet Neruda is whispering his name
Chad told me that before he left his native Colorado
He prayed for an Irish meteor shower
Instead he found Kate Naples
Who is made of pink salmon flesh
Mustard and honey
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Susan Levin finally materializes
Wearing a loose black apparition
Studded with morning stars
That gently cover wonderful things
She cannot hide
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She's holding a shivering Peruvian Barbie Doll
(her daughter Lily)
Susan is really a Buddhist
Who writes poetry for fairy tales to live by
Norman Bluhm arrives at 90 mph
With his imaginary Gauloise hanging on his lower lip
(it's the last Olympic cigarette of the C dar Bar: there
is no one left to pass it on to)
With the ghost of Frank O'Hara
Under his arm in a dusty bottle
Of Haut-Medoc
Grand Vin De Chateau Cheval Blanc St.-Emilion
Premier Grand Cru Classe
Mis en bou teilles chatateau rouge
Is this an expensive wine?
Does the rouge at the end mean
It will taste like lipstick?
Jon leads us to the infirmary of
Lingo Magazine
And serves us Explorateur and Brie
On triple-creme CDs
Jon brings me up to date on
David Shapiro's last telephone message
Which lasted less than 60 minutes
Before the machine started foaming
At the mouth and coughing blood
David is the wizard of poetry
His poems contain no chemicals
Unlike the dog eat dog poets
Who imitate Kenneth Koch's
Early morning Stradivarius style
(I wrote this poem this morning
after swimming across my cup of coffee
I created Machu Picchu Lima
in the image of David and Kenneth)
We meet a lemon curd
English composer
And his awkward
Queen Mary girlfriend
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With British white teeth
Who wears a leash
With her 19th century music thesis
Attached to it and sure enough
Norman trips over it
And she becomes another deceased
In his art nouv Ile repertorium
Of Paris in 1947
Before blintzes and white wine
Were fashionable
We have two kinds of pies
Mosquito and plum
Berries and spiders
With a rare Pellegrino lemonade
That only Jon and Ann can import
I don't want to die on Jon's lap
And add another fugue
To his life with extra cheese
Among us flowing in her own black sea
Where the wind comes from
Is the spirit of Africa
Concealed in the body of
Barbieo Gizzi
How lucky Michael is
To awake each morning
Being greeted by the warm flowing
Islands of Cape Verde against his face
She is the poem in Sedar Senghor 's dream
When he slept on the island of Brava
After a casual dinner of
Jicama basil and lasagna
Michael informs me that
Jimmy Schuyler
No longer spends his summers in
New England "Freely Espousing"
And has left us a copy of his
"Hymn to Life" on the small night table in
The sculpture garden
Next to the bed in our room
And thatJohnAshbery has
Taken his "Double Dream of Spring"
Back to New York.
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TERRY WILSON

from THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
It really hit the fan in Tangier. Inevitably. It's the place for it.
Lazar , in an old black plastic YSL raincoat, waiting, face gaunt, masklike, Irish coff e
n the tabl . "What does h now r m mb r of Chateau-Roug ?" Th majoun was nough to
giv anyon h art failur . v rminal delirium, the imag s of the past decade in which he func
tion d, walked around and which enveloped him nightly- "Ther are a very few of us left..."
"Get back to the Ka" advises some excruciating internal combustion fruit, eyes gleaming,

("These days, it's very low, broke my heart...")
("He's easily nice. That special relationship, that belief ..")
"Can I borrow your match, old son?"
I handed them over.
It seems very cold and very early. Philippe, "the first member," had taken the train to
Asilah to meet Larbi, Hamri's contact. I should have gone too. But here I have to meet these
agents...
"When did you first meet the Green Man?" it sounded like he said.
Oh, the Green man.
"Yes, Mr. Green .. .! met him in here, as a matter of fact...Some years back. .."
("...I still want to see him, of course, that's my feeling. But it doesn't have that special
something anymore. How could it? ...I'm just trying to be as patient and tolerant as possible, to
someone who's behaved so badly...")
It seems very cold and that's my feeling. The majoun was starting to take hold again.
Dreamy sequence in a car with Mr. Green looking for La Roche - Brit. Intelligence flash
of Kincora, Oldfield, etc. - running for a train - a bus - scene on the bus with Bedaya and the
Old Man - breakdown Tea with Mr. Green and the duchess, conversation slowly more and more inaudible and
dreamlike - ("Tomorrow...it doesn't-" "It's only penicillin!" - "A book on croissants - " "His legs
were in the kitchen - ") Teeth marks
Strained discussion with the two boys. Further discourse on Bedaya and his disputive
team. Bedaya's "special knowledge." Street scene with the boy and the "enemy" - a sickening
shimmering horribly malevolent energy mass undersea tentacles whipping out of an old
deeply corrupt core in all directions - it recedes rapidly. The boy's face fades - sun - an arch of
roses - Bedaya at his table - " ...the unmistakable voice" - "All the fault of those - " - sun - french
windows of the Chateau the stone garden an empty canvas trees shimmering dazzling flying Voice describing blurred and fuzzy flashes of street market taxis - "I'll remember you saying
that" - the two down below on the street shimmering dazzling - consciousness flying Through a door - night - police at the door - "Cava, ca va" from the park bench - is it the Old
Man? - graffiti-scratched staircase once ornate - deafening noise from outside - wind - scat
tered ruins - bells ringing as the attackers swarm forward - a great white flash Yes, I'd still like to see the fascinating Green Man...I had been away and after returning
couldn't reach him. I phoned the Middlesex Hospital on impulse. He was there but leaving
that afternoon so I went to collect him. He was barefoot. He showed me an ID card, mouth

twisted into a kind of resigned snarl.
"No illusions" he said. I had always known him as Murray Smith.
I lost contact with Murray during the last period of travel with Jim. When I got back
from our fateful meeting in Dusseldorf I learned that he had died. Heart attack.
"I wish I had a photo of him. There was one taken by...you know, Trolley Bus... ?"
"Oh, yes."
"I'd like to see that."

("Is not possible I talk to cops in Tunis ...")
"I've been reading your book, very dangerous...Just get away..." (Mr. Gree~'s vo~c~)
Spidery barely legible handwriting dissolves into ~cenes from Mr. Greens mahc1ously
mocking alternative scenario ... "the compartments are 7:1ov1~g forward ...a ~orthole h~re and there.. .Is
it Whelme in his room in an empty unfurnished space station? Young man m the tram compart
ment is seen to be Lazare before he was obliged or at least entitled to change his name Whelme and Vogue on the train singing some kin~ of du~t - "We'l! never forget w~at we'll never
forget" _ They escape from the train disappearing mto a vista of rums - Dream v01ces from the
bar _"The morning ruined my name" - more ruins - a tackr, st~ge _s~t -,:hey stand handcuffed
together at the front of the stage singing the DPP song,. Indzgmtzes._
.
(OPP allegedly stands for Displaced Person. Ominous KJ v01ceover here growling

"Department of Public Prosecution.")

. .

.

11

1 _,,

Another vivid flash white plane nsmg m blackness - fog- - only one of you.
A postcard: No more extra time! - Mr. Green's mouth twis:s - wax dolls stuck _through
with pins_ Hell Walk, an inferno of squirming Time - years of victory and devastah~~- Together in the dark looking back at the spectral ruins. :,ne pa:k bench: 0 ~ est tres mal zci .
_
Ghosts in the bar talk about their "real names. Intelligence, magic and pure con mex
tricably entwined, ~s ever.

,,

"Ours is the finkdom the power and the Story.
We flooded the hotel room in the midst of all this. There are only about four ~ours of
running water in Tangier so you have to remember to turn off the taps but we were m no
condition .
d
d th
At seven in the morning the carpet from the corridor o:-1ts1de wrappe aroun
e
fountain in the courtyard to dry and KJ screaming down the lme:
"WHATHERFUCKERYADOIN?!!"
.
It is the tension connected with the fear of what will happen a~d the shock w~en it
does happen which are energizing. Or they can be. Of course it doesn t do to take this too far.
You could get nervous.
We drove to Larache ...Ira, Raphael, me, Philippe, Georges B~usquet, dire~tor of the
C t Culturel Francais de Tanger, his young assistant, plus the dnver...unless i_t was the
a::s;:nt who was driving, I don't remember..to visit Ge_net's grave or perhaps simply t? get
er
•
f
while and pose for Ira over the remams...Perfect for Genet, the Spamsh
out o f .1angier or a
th th b
·
the
cemetery high on the clifftop flanked on ~ne side by a borde11o, on e o er ya pnson,
great Phoenician harbour of Larache at his feet...
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NUNO JUDICE

Poem
With summ r arrive imag that ar n't
hot or cold, like coins whose
front and back sides state
contrary values, oxymorons
of a rhetoric that got switched
at dreaming's check-out counter: yellow
strips to attract flies, hanging
from the ceiling like black hives; the zinc
dish where blood drips
from the rooster that stopped flitting
in an agony of forcibly held wings;
the bottom of the pond where a child's
boredom falls as his arms pursue a cloud
of mud. Then afternoon, dressed like a bride,
dons mourning colours. The sunset's thumb
starts pressing to the ground. In the yard
the tre waits for its dry branches to be
cut, while its shadow on the wall twitches
like the forked tongue of primitive
animals.

JOHN SOLT

undergoing surgery, like other daily life experiences, should be a creative moment, or at least should
allow itself, like a cross-dressed creature on a divan, to reek of potential. with that in mind, i dedicate the
following recovery poem from skin-graft surgery to my periodontist, Dr. Thomas Witzenberger, and to
Susanne Jorn, fellow poet/patient. in part II the bracketed words down the right column are not to be
vocalized; they pick up motifs, playing with the subtext of commenting on commenting, the ricocheting
of emptiness to which we sometimes climb walls to ascribe meaning.

SLICED CHEESE MOUTH

I.

i'm at the border to the highway
with thoughts passing through
slow motion shots
sped through memory
like the broom in that room
in Spain, 1968
why separate fantasy from reality
when both are equally shaky?
like when i kind of remember
putting waking dreams here
and sleeping dreams there
and not only was it so what
and got me nowhere
but neither side of the equation
had more substance
even though the bad breath ads
and color conspirators
try to imprison us with the belief
that whatever we feel is real
as long as we buy borrow or steal

translated from the Portuguese by Richard Zenith

but the only mask worth taking off
the only game worth shaking off
is the unreal one you unpeel off
i didn't say pilaf
i said unpeel off
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the unreal off
unpeel off the unreal off
real r al unpeel
pe 1 peel unreal
peel off th unreal
unpe I the unr al
r al real r al
peel peel peel
unpeel real unreal
unpeel real unpeel
real real real
tv tv tv
turn off the unpeel
let the unreal shine

n.
reality was always a construct of language
which came first the chicken or the word?
philosophers wind up like mechanical pitchers
but they hit the strike zone only when silent

[ideas]

the alphabet soup needs a soul tendril attached
muscles tighten without the elasticity of breath
how to stir the mix to yield double zeros
snake eye greens on a sea of red and black

[gambling]

it's impossible not to be a barometer
either the times aren't good enough
and how to right them bend them fly them
or it's sailing like an ancient bird
wondering if wings could ever melt

[consciousness]

any way you play it's dues 'til death
adrift alone in a crowded ocean
with one toothpick
for times of trouble
to stab at the mist

[mortality]

screaming effortlessly
at last free of
the language of pain
and the pain of language

[transcendence]

symbolists gave weight to wordy reverberations
[criticism]
the way a carpenter might inspect a yacht
but the meanings attached got loosened through time
and the vibrancy of their decadence turned rusty
the painter came out naked with brush in hand
[example]
imagining the portrait would reveal all
but the self behind the face of conjured persona
assured the layers would be smeared indistinguishably
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some wrote sonnets some danced for centuries
potions took their familiar tolls
truths were uttered and continued to bore
while occult goofiness gained in sex appeal

[inversions]

to be judged by the future is a small price to pay
but to be slaughtered in your own time is cheaper
the psychologist confesses to the priest
that self-deception is on everybody's palate

[legacy]
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0ULIAN BECK

0UDITH MALINA

OPENING

Temporary and Final

Wh n I walk down the str t I do . When I act on stag I unfurl. Wh n I walk down th
street I hide. Wh n I act I take out all my jewels and spread them on the earth and tum my
back and dance. I show the sandbar of my back, the shape of the lyre in the sky between the
legs. In the theatre my first gesture immediately indicates that I want you to take everything,
I not only want to give, I want you to become excited and grab. We will become a unit made
of the pleasure of giving and taking.
That is why in the Sixties it occurred to us to declare:
the theatre is in the streets.
Besides, in the street everyone is going blind. The theatre is a place of opening, of opening
eyes.
It is the convention of our society not to scrutinize on the street the people you see, as if obser
vation were a violation of privacy or a shot of disrespect, or were a limit to your freedom,
your freedom of choice, your freedom to walk down the street unobserved in whatever guise
you choose unless the choice slips into the sluice of convention, and thereby limits your right
to be anything you want to be-tho if you bedeck yourself in bizarre effects you are in viola
tion and won't get away with it forever. In the theatre one scrutinizes. Therefore we said the
theatre is in the streets.

Every place is a hotel room now,
Since we learned how it is we travel.
Since we know that even the stars are movable forms,
And not only our planets wander,
But everything, everyone only
Is passing through, checking in,
Opening the drapes. Determining
The plumbing and the bedding, settling in,
Decorating with a tinsel memento, a photo,
The temporary dresser-top,
Sticking a ticket into the mirror frame,
Pulling out the drawers for the Gideon
Bible, to open it randomly to predict
The length of the stay... Moving out,
Packing up, checking out, everything
Is like that now.
Turning in the keys.

Also because the truth is in the streets and not always in the theatre. In principle we all want
to look at the truth rather than at illusion, but in practice, for many reasons, the truth is the
scarecrow to illusions, and illusions, democratic and dialectic, are the opiate of the people.

June 27, 1992
Wilmington, North Carolina

from Theandric - Paris, June 1983 - June 19, 1985
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MICHAEL HAEFLINGER
KEN HAPONEK

maybe not even possible
the way summer
felt, how it
smell d open
and late
with no recourse
for tomorrow,
I never
thought
about
leaving
like this(I don't really
remember
moving in-)
I never
worried enough,
I know,
but only late
at night
when it was
really a
question of
finishing
or wondering
whether
she'd call
back
or how I'd
explain to
my friends
how it
really
seems-
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a beginning of e

the openness
came in spurts-the
true heart
touch of
understanding
never seemed
to last forever
sometimes too short
to exist at all
God bless
it all! that it
was here that I
learned love
and left for love
and came back for love
and stayed for love
did I touch hearts
like mine often was?
maybe not even possible

the aggr ssion of your breath.
flowing of fresh lines from my hand.
a quick sketch, an intrusion.
oral gratification. an assemblage in the uterus.
stems whisper in the breeze.
wrong interpretations are a text: the gravy
swallows its ladle.
an apocryphal identity, the craving for justice.
one triangle may conceal roots.
download of assurance. double the first dose.
choke on the visual.
holy:
the vein of taboos. a majestic crisis.
there is the surge, the rescue of Trotsky
from his sealed grotto, the whimsical ditty.
opal is our moon-your stomach holds my mind.
tripping over fear, finished and swallowed.
a shift: one in the mountain. broken claws
bastard is the merriment. a squeal of silence.
wasting of thought: anemic sexuality.
this open-a masturbation of glances.
foil to your madness, a listing dialogue.
slumber: the failure to curve. overuse breeds the obvious.
length wasted. shavings trickle to his womb.
the slide of vision. remembering case, dancing.
pineal gland throbbing, numb release.
brain holds the slip. we shall
pardon: greatness & a smiling statue.
cry of shadows. a rumbling of shale.

JOSEPH

S.

AMPLEFORTH

she was small lightning i was going to open

the house of night and day has fallen
its rooms have opened out
and i saw her running
the factory of her feet cracking the shells of dusk
leaking shadows that spiral up
like spores of stairways from the mold of houses
she pulled pyramids and thought
she left no trace
but i saw the smoke of her footprints drift into the earthcore
heard the cries of children
employed in the sweatshop of her body

one night after she lit the moon i woke
saw her bloom in the light
befor the boom of thunder that broke her violin hand and left
its strings dangling like the sky's loose threads of lightning
where i saw the blueprints of her body
the blue nerves and arteries aligned
like mapped constellations
the yarn games of children
cat's cradle and jacob's ladder

it was as though there was an arm between her legs that pulled
my face there
where i opened the folds of skin
found a mirror there that cut
the cats of my eyes that would cling to the curtains of her ghost
saw she was maze and light
the body of exorcism
the fox who ate the eggs of dusk
fossils in the walls of her body of animals who were walking
yesterday
saw in that dark more dark
the wide wings of ravens over the long roads of ravines
saw small ants carrying smaller jewels
into the storehouse of her body
their spiral down
as though she was snowing inside
as she slowly became glacier
the moongrey smell
of the moth's mouth
a bell shouting this

i stole her sleep to pawn it on the nights blackmarket for fruit
and seven sutures for the wound from where the bird flew

mailed maps of her house to all the storms
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-after Andre Breton
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BRYAN MCMILLAN
LARRY SAWYER

Eggplant Chin
IF I FELL IN LOVE WITH A PICTURE OF GARCIA LORCA

I am Eggplant Chin!
Eggplant, the chin of disappearing thru a procession of
smoke rings, down the ruby throat of nose-pierced waitressi and
waiting to be nuclear generated in the stomach lining ...
I am hiding behind the walls and folding and folding inwards
I am time-lapse photography waiting for Philip Glass to
show up.
I am formless but for sale. We sat in the window for hours
but no takers...
(cardboard-scratching with dry fingernail stubblies
interlude, crystallized by reaching into the pizza oven too far)
I am playing "echoes of nature' for a crowd in dire need of
Elvis. I watched the Elvis-afflicted pretend they weren't excited
by the prospect of mass fucking in the streets.
I am the eye zeroing in on William F. Buckley Jr. sputtering
his tongue over a coiled mouth and blinking blinking blinking
like one of Jim Turner's mad incestuous serial killer twins .. .!
am the record button on the symphony of the intellectually
inbred, telling us the thunder has no sound.
I am the Eggplant Chin! You are not imagining this!
I am Richard Dreyfuss snorting involuntary anxiety attacks to
the tune of three dollars in quarters every other day.. .l am a
chorus of frogs steaming over the espresso wall...I am down on
all fours and licking the Hal Hartley overpass at midnight...
(trees don't wilt ... people do.)
I am looking at the trees in the forest, which is patient
and all too forgiving, we are walking hand-in-hand down the trail
and whispering getting-to-know-you vibes and she is ver-r-ry
beautiful...
eyes on the eggplant chin, and eye is it and it is I.

The cypress would all believe in god
Shadows would run to hide in the shadows
Sweat would emerge from my skin and then and then
The annual rainfall would amount to nothing
In fact loons would disappear from the surfaces of lakes
Douglas fir and scrub pine would be exclude~ from the l~ndscape
A cool wind bringing your voice wouldn't bnng your voice
But would be silent
Poems written by termites on the trunks of trees
Would suddenly be included in the canon .
.
His eyes are hot cigars his eyes are copper islands m the sun
.
After seeing his eyes you may now pronounce the word rev?luhon
Volatile pigeons bump and grind their way across :he mornmg
Something is following you an~ it's not ~ympathetic
Ensconced in fem is the only shm seclus10n
Still it is not too late to become a happy old man
Even though Lorca's darkness was disguised as lig~t
Dahlias are crashing through the clean shee;s ?f ex~sh~nce
Fragile as a sermon I can now see the moon s mscnphon
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GREECE

In your long black hair

EXOTIC POEM

up in th r gions wher the no ne dw lls
quietly sifting
.
.
between the leaves her song
plotting there m a clearing
. .
the murder of the murderous gong
ms1de the spine
where feeling hides
severing the icicle vein

With your light will I see my vision
Greece, have I taken too much on for the asking

les ftls bleus du temps

crushed bones and feathery pain
amulets explosions orgasms treasure
what an evening for a duel
she curls up with an invisible serpent

in your eyes smiling the toil of centuries
everywhere th dance the lights on the water
in cities the color of white unexposed skin
in blue dreams of porcelain cities
forgotten in your poignant night like a scythe
Greece I know you will make it without me.

it is love.

of the most luxuriant and simple rhyme
I will stoop low and enter the memory
of your elaborate castle in the sand
and make of it an oasis without time.
Everywhere the dance of lights on the water
black as blood my heart Greece will you have me
and wander down the beach to see my words
erupting from the sand like rocks
time tum the bathers over with your fork
even though the ages will devour our little lives
here I won't mind it's all part of the plan.
In your vague empire the landscape is a victory

nowhere the dancing lights on the water
am I taking on too much ouzo will I sink, the water
with your fragrance and simple skin
am I slowly sinking did you think I was just waving
I will write unimaginable words in your sands
sitting under your balcony I am thinking this.
I will write unimaginable words in your sands
in your long black hair
in your memory Greece
here beneath your gaze
even through the ages
am I sinking
into your bluest of hands.
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CATHY VANCE
CHRISTOPHER PATTON

Cinderella in Downtown Dayton
CAN'T/DOWN/FAR ENOUGH
odd r c ptacle for any foot,
manufactured and left standing
alone. one black, high-heeled
shoe poised on a city sidewalk

The great leave finger prints
everywhere and on brass

Cinderella runs for the pumpkin coach
through downtown Dayton.

sitting in white rooms paying
high rent
bored and with a
mirror to see it all

a hungry, frail chick walks by
and stops to slip it on over a cold
too small.
too tight.
foot.
she must be an ugly step sister
She kicks it off wondering about ballrooms,
princes, peasants and lost dreams.

wearing a tie to the job
a green english hell
and you can curse and kick and cob
and the black man across

drunk and sloppy, he staggers by
and stops jerkily to grab it up
turning it slowly over in both hands.
what whore left this behind?
He drops it, envisioning Cinderella
in red lace, smiling and hot.

the street in the red apron wet
will look at you and grin and know
that you make more in the air-conditioning
and he's dropped three plates today

the shoe lays abandoned
waiting to be plucked up and believed in
but, all good fairy tales
are in bed and asleep by twelve
Meanwhile, Cinderella sweats beside teenage girls in Haiti,
working for Disney at three-tenths of one percent.

and he'll wave from across there
with the rain coming down and you with
all the words in hell and ireland
won't have a damn thing to wave back.
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GARY PACERNICK
MAT GOULD

Pollen (fall in)
I didn't see the wings
the riddle
opened up
.
was sprmg
lay aside the winter
routine
work to be done

I supposing the breeze
AT THE EDINBURGH FESTIVAL

Crazy dopeheads and shavedheads congregate.
One skinny guy with glowing red hair,
skin, clothes, glasses
followed by an all green guy.
I sit on steps
next to a man with shaved scalp
and straight green locks hanging
down over his ears
whose bloodshot eyes
stare straight ahead.
He smokes a joint,
peering into space
muttering. His skin is
covered with crude tattoos;
a bottle of ale
rests beside his right foot.
A man with one leg
wheels up to the shaved headed
green haired man
and asks to smoke the joint.
The other shakes his head and mutters.
Two mewling dogs approach the two men.

community
to be
self-generated
brother
cry
harmonious
wisdom
sister
flail
your wailing
demand
send with your slinging wand the song
subtle
wallop
sends the must
melon swell up
the nebulae colors run
drizzling
sizzling
the ebb
there is a galaxy conglomerating
a fairy ring
around the head
I didn't see the wings
that dropped
me off
in this collision of space
.
this scented field
shaded
now
by wings

I see
shifting
the search
88

to found
a moaning mound of ritual spiritual astral ground...
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MARK OWENS

ANNA KISS MAUSER-MARTINEZ

"because tonight is Friday and I have not seen you all week"
-for Paul
Relearning To Spread The Pentecost

folding a fragile revolution into a matchbook
smuggling a malignant flame through the airport
bleeding earth's weight
you are pregnant with a landing strip and contracting
you are touching down in a tear duct
crying all the way to your abandoned church

*

*

*

*

*

*

the dove is only morning light free falling
through the third eye
the third eye is a sunroof forehead opened to angelsong
the dove abandons feather and bone
holding only to the wind's name
the dove is lightning turning through a keyhole
unlocking the heart's huge door
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torches
and witches in barrooms,
th antiquity of ach lung
solidified in tar,
in blackness
and glass.
we keep the dead as dinner guests to remind us
why we enjoy eating so much.
the ironic juxtaposition of each ending to Hamlet
the car is running fine,
but the spark plug is screwed in the wrong way
and must now be forced out,
evicted.
what you see is not the road moving past you,
but the road disappearing into the lights on the highway.
the road disappearing into darkness.
I have disappeared each night this week from my own dreams,
and woke again with the belief that yes
I was the real daughter of Julian Schnabel,
yes
I was the real life lover of Stan Rice,
yes they hid the formation of the sand in an eight-year-old girl.
she kept all her secrets well, but c~u_ld not ~olve the mystery.
father kept red lipstick in the med1cme cabinet to
write cruel notes on the outside mirror.
he once broke the sofa while jumping on it in a yellow rain slicker.
I was once four years old.
were you in Europe on our first day of kindergarten?
in Africa on our sixth birthday?
where were you on every day of every year previous to this mome~t?
I cannot remember the names of all the soups available at my favonte restaurant.
which jello mold disappears more quickly?
.
.
..
and how will you handle my hips now that I've explained their frag1hty.7
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HERBERT WOODWARD MARTIN

The Season of War: A Bosnian Woman Speaks

I have lo t recognition of the true sens of time
There are moments when I do not know w_h at day it is
Right now I do not know what week it is
And if you press me, I do not know what month
Or worse what year we are occupying
I have lost all sense of seasons
I do not know when the Spring ended
Nor when the Summer began;
I recognize only two seasons:
The season of war; the season of peace
I do not know when the latter will Fall
But I can tell you that the empty Winter is here
And that there is only a steady thin snow falling

NANCY LEVANT

revelation

in the general wreck of superstition,
i walk to the end of words.
walk away resolved in their echoes;
have a right, will ya...have one.
have a few names or
attract a few ancient habits;
proxies for the whole world;
lamentations inadequately described;
spaces failing to inflict
or save life from another.
in the art supply store of heaven,
nothing but blows will do;
glass and kiss and teeth
tasting of tobacco's genitalia;
vividly observed sympathies.
a word tough as the first cause,
right as hellatious as god's
gigantic footprint in ink;
still there is momentary calm
and overwhelming humiliation
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R.

MOORE

01M HUGHES

SHAPES OF ANCIENT MANIFESTOS

a hierarchy of meta-aesthetic intervals
xtra-mechanic exterior supplements
ant rior pochs of numb rs and geometry
toiling notations of plastic substances
secondary facets and crustaceans
certain particular and inferior ensembles
the nuance of veritable cadavers
a mechanical meta-morbidism
the brute form of figurative objects
an anatomy of frigidaires
plastic necrophiles
harley the plumber is dead
an extraordinary accumulation of vital information
the realization of permanent infinity
perpetual turbulence and turmoil
telescripts of infinitesimal microscripts
the center of creation
books music cinema poetry love
catalogues
discs
tracts
manuscripts
designs
illustrations
sketches
implications
polyautomatic
tridimensional
supertemporal
hypergraphic
metagraphologic
automonographic
sacred
unseen
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EMMA BOVARY AND THE MARIE SELBY BOTANICAL GARDENS

Her scream nearly shattered the gr en house glass.
It echoed across Sarasota Bay even as she fled, running out the
cushioned airtight double doors.
It zigzagged within the intricacies of a baobab root system.
Even the moist everywhere of mangroves could not muffle it.
The sound died down only as she hugged the solitary coconut
palm the mouth still wide open in her upturned face facing the
impossibly high cluster of hairy hard orbs of all.
But, silent, her mouth gulped and gasped only for air.
How terrible, really, here, to suffocate so surrounded by
epiphytes.
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ADAM CLINE

MARK KNAPKE

he left for Mexico bonita

-for Mark Owens

Poem
Jason Patric James Dean sunglass eyes
Wicked Summer Brew baseball dreams
Pete's IBC Rootbeer slide guitar
Ain't no one catchin' this train
Bay leaves cradle my bloody lungs
"Soul sucking jerk!"
"No matter" says Kennedy's jelly donut
French roast gourmet frogs
Or current pizza loving occupant
@

this. that/ / ego. personality.less.ness

4 for Friday

CAUTION: CAT SHEDDING

he is all
solar flares
&

Buddha fields
&

glitter tongue
speaking ultimation(No doubt
now wowing Mexican
natives w /Dayton poems)
-verses of local loves
(and us)
& prajna language for
friends and Mexican
farmers
& cleansing minds w /
Mad River...
A member of our family leaves
to wander explore wonder
in Mexico bonita
& leaves us
empty
but empty verse of absence
keeps other Dayton poets
traveling to a
mental Mexico to taste
linguistic tortillas

3-4
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ANDRE HOILETTE

Last cigarette before bed...

Spirit Unseen

Lit,
sucked in,
calming me...
I dance with the smoke of sandalwood incense.
Restless mind still haunting and anxious soul taunting,
Mountain,
the
ascend
I,
"Block the wind,
and cloud hands"
as she splits her stream of billowing smoke,
like open legs, so I may dance between them.

2/19/98

If I were spirit unseen,
I would creep silent around
meditating Buddhist
.
.
and get tickled by his mind waves
.
of concentrat10n.
I would mingle with the Masaai,

weaving
around
and through their crowds
leapt
they
as
to
capture young female hearts
with the prowess of their calves ...
And creep up next to woman elder,
female shaman, alone in the woods,
c h a n t i n g verses to the sky,
billowing sweet lemon grass smoke
towards my hovering face.

2/14/98
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"The problem confronting any writer who attempts a description of what it is
that Coltrane does can be solved with recourse to statement by analogy. The
running and flying notes are quite similar to the visual trails which one follows
in the photography of Jud Yalkut. The images are not ordered to present a well
known picture of a familiar subject. What occurs in both this music and the
Yalkut movies are combinations of contrasting rising and falling light and
ound substances which dart in completely unexpected directions. The images
whirl in spiral through an unlimited space, as do birds, without ever seeming to
be hampered by any arbitrary limits..."
-Michael Gold (April 1964), Album Notes for John Coltrane's "Black Pearls"
album, Prestige Records

AN INTERVIEW WITH JUD YALKUT
I go up to the door ofJud Yalkut's residential home in Dayton, Ohio, admiring the day, which is
warm and user friendly, and am greeted by Jud. Immediately I request coffee to wake me up for the
mental road trip we are about to embark on. I have questions for Jud about his filmmaking, his meet
ings with Henry Miller, his work with world-renowned video-artist Nam June Paik, his work with
collage, and his lifelong aft.don for jazz, knowing happily that I was about to enter the labyrinth. After
a few cups of the sacred bean we get right down to business...
-Sunday, April 5, '98

Larry: So Jud, thanks for having me over. I'd like to start with your early trip across the coun

try. How old were you when you first got out to California from New York?

photo of Jud Yalkut taken by Ron Loewinsohn, November
1958, Venice, California

Jud: Well, I went to California from Louisville. In Louisville I knew a jazz drummer and he
wanted to get out to L.A., and I didn't drive, in New York I never did drive and still don't, but
he wanted to drive out there so I went with him. I will never forget that the night before we
left, we went to a drive-in and the movie that we saw at the drive-in was The Incredible Shrink
ing Man, its first run! That's the perfect way to see that movie, because at the end scene where
the guy is, like, minuscule and they switch up to the shot of the stars in the sky and there's the
last line,~' ...to God there is no zero." To see that progression happening in a drive-in outside
is an experience unlike any you could ever imagine. And the next morning we left to go West.
We went through Dallas/Ft. Worth because he had a girlfriend there, and we drove through a
tornado and eventually got to the Rockies ...We drove straight to L.A.
Larry: So this was your first time seeing the continental divide?
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Jud: We didn't stop until we got to Santa Monica, the parking places right on the beach, and
there was the ocean!
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. N w York The Village at that time and Grant Av
met a half-dozen people I had know~ m e le who ·would ·ust stay where they were, was
~nue, the perso~el, except for certa~ p:op would find~ lot of the poets and Beat figures
interchangeable m some resphects. Itwthm./·:uThere was also another scene that was going on
there would travel between t ose o c1 1e •
down in Los Angeles which I got to know about later on.

Larry: Was this before the big influx of people going out to Big Sur?
Jud: Oh yeah, way before. That all happened in the sixties ...We ended up renting an apart
ment in H llyw d, real close to Hollywood and Vine. During that time we also discovered
that th r was a chool out in Hollywood ther called th Westlak School of Modern Music
wh r a 1 t f jazz musicians went, a lot of the faculty wer ex-members of the Kenton band
and on f th p ople I got to know there was Les McCann, the well known pianist; he was in
hi
nior y ar there. My drummer friend, who had a little bit of a dope problem, he stayed in
LA, I decided I was going to head on up, hitchhike up the coast, which I did. I knew Big Sur
was part of what I wanted to experience. I ended up getting a ride with the postman who
delivered things at Big Sur! So, anyway, he stopped off at Partington Ridge where there were
all these mailboxes ... Now Partington Ridge is this place, there, with this sheer road that goes
up the mountain top, and Miller lived up there.

Larry: Around Venice?
.
h wrote the book The Holy Barbarians and I
Jud: Venice mainly. Aroun~ Lawren~:;:h:~~,:a_s~an Francisco and it was really funny
used to hang out some at his house. I h d fin lly been scheduled in to have my first poetry
because final~y I was ready to score, ah. h :,as the place to have a reading, there was a
reading at this place on Grant Avenue w ic
oin to be a couple of people on the probalcony which the poet read from_and th~:e we;~h~ Be~t mecca of Grant Avenue but it never
gram. This would hav~ been my fir~t rea ml! ~f my Democratic Socialist friends from New
happened because during that wee. a coup d in their car and they wanted to go to Oregon,
York ~urned up and they were touring:r~~ver did the reading and ended up taking off with
Washmgton, Vancouver, e~. bu:e~kcJat Big Sur, with only this sleeping bag that they left
them and eventually !oun n:1Y
r Sometimes I ·ust slept out near the beach, and
me. So I ended up hv11:g at Big S~r f~ra:le;n-the canyon. ~e people there were really friendly
sometimes I was back m one oft e s
th
ould end up leaving me their extra food.
and when people would comB_e osut t~ :mpht ~::s going to live there in order to write, but
But anyway, when I was at 1g ur,
oug
·
actually I wrote my last poem there.

Larry: So this was the real end of the continent in front of you...
Jud: Oh yeah, this is where the Santa Lucia mountains fall into the Pacific Ocean. In fact right
now, at this very moment, it may or may not be passable because of all the rain they've had,
the road to Big Sur was actually closed for about a month. The hills at that time were, as
Henry Miller described, " ...as green as the hills of Ireland." But now they're much more brown
because they just don't get enough rain and when they do get it they get too much at once. But
the road for about a half-mile went straight down into the ocean. But I had a bicycle then and I
used to bicycle into Monterey, which was about 35 miles. Going downhill was fantastic by the
Pacific ... So, anyway, we were there at Partington ridge with the mailman, and everyone knew
about what time the mail would arrive, so who comes down there to get his mail but Henry
Miller. So I started talking with him and we end up talking for about three quarters of an hour
about all kinds of stuff...A lot about used bookstores on Fourth Avenue in New York, where I
grew up, along with all this other stuff, you know. It was great, it was just beautiful meeting
him like that. So he had to get on back up, with his mail and stuff, so I decided to just hitch
hike on up to San Francisco. I was there about three months and there were just no jobs avail
able so I was sleeping on people's floors, friends I had there would, like, lend me money, it
was hand to mouth, you know.

Larry: So that was more o
cerned?

Jud: Well, I just wasn't writing much poetry anymore.
Rain." And I can tell it to you...
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Th 1 t oem I wrote was called "First
e as p

We had not expected the first rain
but she came with delicate fingers
tapping at the window
waiting 'til we kissed her

Larry: What did the San Francisco scene seem like to you compared with what was going on
in New York in the fifties?
Jud: Well, San Francisco was pretty interesting at that time, because the Beat thing was thor
oughly in swing at that point. And I was around North Beach mainly, that's where we hung
out, on Grant Avenue. There was a shop there, a record store, that's where I got my first Sun
Ra record, it came out on the, uh, Transition label. There were a lot of poets there, and a num
ber of people I made friends with. One of the guys I met up there was a guy named Price
Dunn, with two n's. And he actually was the guy who was the model, actually it's about him,
for the main figure in The Confederate General In Big Sur by Richard Brautigan. I met Brautigan
through him. Another person I knew in New York was Bob Kaufman and he turned up in San
Francisco during the time I was there. In fact, during the first week I was on Grant Avenue, I

f an end point than a beginning as far as your writing was con

That was the last poem I ever wrote ...
Larry: So this was what year at this point?
.
.
t Bi Sur I got to know quite a number of people, I
Jud: This was '57. So durmg the t~me a
g
also ot to know the poet of Big Sur, who

J

would go up to Miller's house Jm: ?ft;n,;utlguesfhe must've been about fifty-five at the
became one of my closest fnen. s, nc ar feBr: Sur called Coastlands on the ocean side of
.
And h
living there m an area o 1g
.
•
time...
e was
d
d there were these terrace kind of properties
Highway One where the roadbgo~shaff~;ea;ze of this room we're in right now. But one wall
there. His whole hous~ was a 1ouk
t onto the ocean and down the coast.
was pretty much all wmdow oo mg ou
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Larry: That sounds really amazing...
Jud: Yeah, at that time he was writin
oet
. . . .
working a a garden r for p ople wh~ hvedryina~hd pubhshmg m differ nt plac s and he was
how he manag d to live. But he got th h
f a} ar a, he was an excell nt garden r. That's
ouse or re and w would drive around in thi

Jud: He lived more up in the Carmel Highlands but he wrote about Big Sur. There was a big
tower there, I think they called it Tor House. I never met Jeffers at that time, although Eric
knew him quite well ...because Jeffers was very, very ill and very, very isolated within there
and didn't live too much longer. Another person I never met was Edward Weston, whose
photography I was interested in. He was suffering from Parkinson's.

Larry: Were you becoming more interested at this time in film?
Jud: No, film was way off, but during this time at Big Sur it was almost like art didn't matter
any more...living there was it!

Larry: So the existence level there was tremendous...
Jud: It was a highly enhanced existence level. Art was almost like a subsidiary thing, it was
something to just appreciate but not create, at that point. Big Sur was such a fantastic place but
it was also a place where you could see how the Greco-Roman tragic scale that Jeffers has in
his work comes from that kind of territory. Things became magnified, human emotion. I'll
never forget how once, I was with a group of friends in this cabin back in the canyon there
and we were having this party and we were all outside there and we were looking out at the
ocean and there was this dark mass, almost globular that became larger and larger, coming
right at us, and suddenly there was this incredible, like, windstorm that came rushing through
the canyon and then right out to sea and the whole thing was over in, I don't know, forty-five
seconds? That's what the land was like, and it affected people the same way. There were
stories of people, this very well-known composer who decided to move to Big Sur and be
away from the distractions of civilization to write his music, but after six months there he had
to leave. He could not compose, the sounds of nature were driving him crazy and he couldn't
hear his music! But you could always hear the waves and all the sounds of nature there. It was
beautiful.

Larry: So at this point you weren't missing New York at all?
Jud: No, not at all.

Larry: But you didn't stay in Big Sur forever.

Jud Yalkut behind the camera
little light-blue car and he would always wear thi b.
d
walking down the road you could
h'
. s ig re floppy hat, so that when he was
rm commg from t
•i
h e also had his first book publishedsee
D. t.
I
wo_mi es away...But during this time
Robinson Jeffers.
' tree ions n The Sun, with a foreword written by
104 Larry: So Robinson Jeffers was the other big poet at Big Sur?

Jud: I lived there about a year, up on Partington Ridge, up above where Miller was living. But
around this time I had many different odd jobs, cabin attendant, short order cook, all kinds of
odd-ball things to get a little money, you know. I was living in this house up there which came
out of the mountain, and just slanted over where the house was. It had everything built in,
benches, fireplaces, everything. The places I worked for were very surprised when I quit there,
but at 19 what are you going to do, you know? But on top of the roof we had peacocks that
would walk around up there, and we had this growth of bamboo right outside the window, so
when you were looking out the window you were looking out at the ocean through this bam
boo growth. But cooking was the creative thing I was doing at Big Sur. I really got into Indian
cooking. I would also bake a lot of bread in these great wood burning stoves. We also used to
go down to the shoreline to get abalone. Because to get the abalone, they're stuck onto the side

of the rock and you had to get the crowbar in real fast so they can't get the suction because
once they get the suction on the rock you'll never get 'em off. Ashtrays in the Big Sur area
were all abalone shells ...(laughs)

the other was the Warhol thing, which was really a glorification of the superego. Which was,
sort of, our spiritual opposite in many respects.

Larry: So aft r Big Sur you moved down to L.A. for a littl while...what made you go back to
N wYork?

Larry: They were more interested in a spiritual vacuum and what you did was more con
e rn d with a spiritual realm?

Jud: I had some money in New York I had to settle up on, my parents estate. I stretched it out

Jud: The spiritual in art has always been a very important thing for me.

until I went back and that's when I gave up California. So when I got back to New York, the
first place I lived when I got back was the Hotel Albert on University Place which was just a
block and a half or so above The Cedar Bar. So I got to meet a lot of the painters there, and
when I was living on the Monterey peninsula I had started painting again. There was Kline
and all that scene going on there...
Larry: Was Frank O'Hara there too?
Jud: Well, it wasn't long after that he was killed at Fire Island, but anyway there was all that

scene going on there. There were a number of places I was living in New York. It wasn't long
after that I eventually got involved in the record business, and managed a record warehouse,
more records than you've ever seen. Then I got a job at the Eighth St. Book Store which was a
Beat haven at that time. But then I went back to this collectors' record store and when I got
back, Steve Lacy was hired to work there and that was great. So I was pretty much into the
jazz thing and when I was back in '59 that's when I got to meet Ornette Coleman and Charlie
Haden and all these other people many of whom I'm still friends with; some are around, some
are not, unfortunately. But then I started filmmaking in 1961. Eventually I made a number of
films in 8mm and then got enough money to buy my first 16mm camera, a Bolex, in '64, which
I got used at Willoughby Peerless camera store in New York. During this time I was working
six days a week running this record warehouse, I'd come home from work and my other life
begins and I'm a filmmaker. Sometimes I'm editing films until five o'clock in the morning, you
know. Gradually accumulating the equipment you need and I still have that original equip
ment, the camera, everything. It was also during th~t time that I got involved with a multime
dia company called USCO, which means company of us. So there was a poet, an engineer, a
painter who was really into the whole Pop scene there but he didn't much like the galleries,
and me the filmmaker of the company. But we did many traveling shows, we did a show once
with Marshall McLuhan about the medium is the message. But this group became one of the
more important multi-media light show groups of the time. We did shows at MIT, we were the
entertainment at the big LSD conference at the University of San Francisco in 1966 when
everybody was there from Ginsberg to Alpert to Leary. In this big gymnasium which is com
pletely covered with white paper all around and we had a big, like, three-story tower in the
center full of projection equipment. We also had live performers moving all around in front of
the thing. We had two traveling shows we did. One was called We Are All One" and the
other one was called "Hubbub" which came from the Martin Luther statement about God
creating a hubbub in the universe. I did a lot of work with this group but it was like the work
we did together was anonymous because it was submitted as a group. Meher Baba was some
of what we were interested in but there was a real spiritual base. In fact, at one point there
were
maybe two major tendencies called Expanded Cinema World and one was USC0 and
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Larry: Do you see that in more of a shamanic way or is it more like alchemy for you, as far as
what you're doing?
Jud: Uh, I can't really differentiate between the two. Shamanism and alchemy in many r:

spects are about healing. That's what the role of the shaman i~ all about. Art ~s an alc~em1cal
process, it makes gold out of dross material.- But there was a film I_ wa~ w~rkmg on with
USC0 at the time, Gerd Stern the poet that was with us was very mspuational because I
considered him one of the early concrete poets. He was making these poem collages. But ~e
were working on this film called Turn Turn Turn, which was basicall:y taking_ a look ~t all kmds
of lumino-kinetic art and it involved strobe lights, environmental thmgs which the film ma
nipulated in various ways but the lo?ical outco1:1e w_as about light as an electro~ic phenom
enon itself, which was video art. So 1t was at this pomt that I met Nam June Paik.
Larry: What year was that approximately?
Jud: 1965. And he was having his first gallery show in New York at the Bon~o Gallery on

57th St. So we got to talking and I ended up filming all of his piec~s there, whi~h had never
been documented in motion. And it turned out that he had some ideas about film and so we
began a collaboration that really continues until today in many respects.
Larry: But definitely through the late eighties?
Jud: Well, just recently he had a show called "Electronic Super Highway" that went ~hrough

last year and it went to about a half-dozen major venues around the country. And I did the
video catalogue of the show, a forty minute video tape that had ~ lot of ~o~erful fo~tage, n~w
footage and I was director of this whole thing. Then I brought him here m 96 for a f~lm festi
val at the Dayton Visual Arts Center. So now we have edited video of that event which
showed some of our earlier collaborations.
Larry: What were some of th~se titles, as far as your collaboration with Nam June Paik?
Jud· Well I can give you a filmography, which would be the easiest way to do it, but during_
the USCO period there was Turn Turn Turn, some of the stuff I did with N~m June ~nded_11:P m

that one. But we got the title from the Byrds song, but I was doing a lot with supenmpo~1tlon
with the camera because with the Bolex you could do this thing where you could back:wmd so
I could do that a certain precise amount and then put something on top of that and build
layers that way.
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Larry: So you were doing all the editing on these films, I mean unless it was a collaboration?

to do th ound, or maybe sometimes jazz musicians. Ken Werner would do some sound, he
al o called hims lf Phil Harmonic (laughs), and also the Japanese composer Takehisa Kosugi. ..

most. I had been teaching for five years at the School of Visual Arts, film students, experimen
tal film and also art and design students. I taught two days a week out at York College at the
City University of New York, which is a 55-minute subway ride to get there and back, two
days a week. But then I got an offer to teach at Wright State making twice as much as I made
teaching at four places in New York so that's when I came out to Ohio.

Larry: Were you aware of what Harry Smith was doing with film at this time?

Larry: So that was 1973?

Jud: Harry Smith? Oh sure, I knew Harry Smith. During the time I was filmmaking I met all

Jud: Right, '73.

the other filmmakers. Shirley Clarke was a good friend of mine, she lived in the Chelsea and
so did Harry and Harry used to come by to Shirley's all the time. Harry was, you know, like,
well, Harry was Harry! He was crazy sometimes, you know...

Larry: But you've brought a lot of different filmmakers to Ohio for lectures and so forth,
right?

Jud: Well, everything except sound. We would get various excellent avant-guarde composers

Larry: Was he pretty hermetic about what he was doing at the time, or was he the kind of
person that would describe in great detail what he was doing?

boy he'd be very open. But that was Harry, he would, like, you know, growl at women or he
would go through these phases. You never really knew what phase he was in. Harry was
al~ays scrambling for money that was one thing for sure. There was Harry, I also knew Jack
Smith very well. Jack was another person who could be very, very gentle but at other times
extremely paranoid-not knowing what people wanted from him.

brought Nam June Paik out here during the first year. I also brought Ondine, who was of the
Warhol movement, out here for a whole week and he brought a bunch of Warhol movies with
him. We just had a great program. I've been doing a lot of work using computers with video,
producing visionary and meditative pieces. The latest project this year is the completion of a
project I started in the mid-60s, a film on the great jazz clarinetist, Pee Wee Russell. He started
painting these fantastic primitive abstractions the last four or five years of his life. We became
good friends and I filmed him painting for over a year. The finished piece will be premiered in
December of this year. (end)

Larry: So there was a lot of filmmaking going on. Was there a lot of collaboration?

SELECTED FILMOGRAPHY

Jud: Well, he was more open with certain people than other people. If you were a nice young

was the Filmmakers Co-operative which distributes films, which I'm still a part of...As a
matter of fact, later on I was on the board of trustees. They have about 21 of my films there.
Jonas ~ekas was always on the board. Now he runs Anthology Film Archives, which he
st~rte~. Bo~ Breer was great, he would come in from Palisades, where he lived, he'd always
brmg ma six-pack of beer for the directors (laughs).

TURN, TURN, TURN (1966), with Nicholas Schoffer, Julio Le Pare, USCO and Nam June Paik, 16mm, color,
sound, 10 min.
MOONDIAL FILM (1966), with Aldo Tambellini, 16mm, B&W, sound, 4 min.
THE GODZ (1966), produced for ESP Records, 16 mm, color, sound, 10 min.
KUSAMA'S SELF-OBLITERATION (1967), with Yayoi Kusama, 16mm, color, sound, 23 min.
AQUARIAN RUSHES (1970), 1969 Woodstock Festival film, 16mm, color, sound, 50 min.
JOHN CAGE MUSHROOM HUNTING IN STONY POINT (1972), 16mm, color, silent (24 FPS), 10 min.
CHINA CAT SUNFLOWER (1973), with The Grateful Dead, 16mm, color, sound, 5 min.

Larry: So what kind of stuff are you working on now? Are you working on a film right now?

SELECTED FILMS WITH NAM JUNE PAIK

Jud: In recent years I've been working more on video than on film because of the accessibility

BEATLES ELECTRONIQUES (1966-69), 16mm, color and B&W, sound, 3 min.
VIDEOTAPE STUDY NO. 3 (1967-69), 16mm, B&W, sound, 4 min.
ELECTRONIC MOON NO. 2 (1969), 16mm, color, sound, 4:30 min.

Jud: There was a real community among the filmmakers at that time. Beginning in 1966 there

there. There aren't that many film labs. I used to have a lab in New York where I could shoot
film and bring it in and get it back later the same day. It's just impossible now to do that. I
started to get into video back in '68, '69 when the first porta-pacs came out. There weren't a
whole lot of people doing video at that time. I did a lot of video shows during the first few
years of the Kitchen in New York and a lot of other stuff which went on up to the point that I
came here to Ohio in 1973. Because before New York I was teaching at four different places. I
was teaching film for the Millennium Film Workshop, which is a non-profit group, a class
called "personal non-narrative filmmaking." Basically we would screen people's work and
discuss technical things. It was great, a lot of really committed filmmakers came there, it was
really nice. That was one of the lowest paying ones I had but one of the ones I enjoyed the
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Jud: While I was teaching, Ed Emshwiller came, Taka Iimura, the Japanese filmmaker came.. .I

SELECTED VIDEOGRAPHY
26'1.1499" FOR STRING PLAYER (1973), Charlotte Moorman performs John Cage with Nam June Paik, pro
duced at WNET-TV Television Laboratory, NYC, original on l" IVC videotape, color, sound, 39:40 min.
BEATNIK HEAVEN (1974), with Turk LeClair, EIAJ 1/2" video, B&W, sound, 22 min.
ELECTRONIC SUPER HIGHWAY (1995), video catalogue and portrait of Nam June Paik, 3/4" and BetaCam-SP
video, color, sound, 40 min.
BUDDHAMIX (1997), 3/4" and Hi-8 video, color, sound, 7:55 min.
WATER CANYONS (1997), 3/4" and Hi-8 video, color, sound, 3:15 min.
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Fernando Aguiar is a concrete poet and visual artist living in Portugal. Joseph S. Ampleforth: nonexistent.
Timothy Baum is a poet, collector of surrealist art and international authority on Dada and Surrealist
evidence of very kind. He is also the editor of Nadada editions. He presently resides in New York City.
Julian Beck, (d. 1985) along with Judith Malina, started The Living Theatre, probably the most influential
avant-gard theatre group of all time. Andre Breton published «Th urrealist Manifesto" in Paris in 1924
nd nothing has b en the ame ince. Emerging directly out of Dada, surrealist authors looked to Les chants
de Maldoror as the sun looks to the moon each evening. His novel Nadja appeared in 1928. Mohamed
Choukri was born in 1935 in the RifMountains of Northern Morocco. His family came to Tangier in 1943
where Choukri lived by his wits in the streets. He was not able to read or write until the age of twenty. Now,
one of the best known writers in the Arab world, his books include Pain Nu, (Naked Bread), Zocco Chico,
and Paul Bowles, Le Reclus De Tanger as well as books about Tennessee Williams and Jean Genet-whom he
met in Tangier. His books have been translated into seventeen languages. Mel Clay's biography of Bob
Kaufman is en titled, Jazz, Jail and God. His stage adaptation of Hubert Selby Jr. 's Last Exit To Brooklyn has
been performed in San Francisco and London. He lives in San Francisco where he is at work on a novel
about marching bands, chemical perversities and white noise. Adam Cline will be the next editor of Nexus.
He currently resides in a swingin' pad on the east side. It's so money, baby... Ira Cohen just had a new book
published, Minbad Sinbad. He has starred in underground films ofJack Smith and knows all the stars over
Morocco by heart. Visit the Majoon Traveler at gopoetry.com. Thomas Rain Crowe is a poet, translator and
the author of several books including his Night Sun Trilogy (1993) and The Laugharne Poems (Gwasg Carreg
Gwalch, 1997). He has been the editor of Beatitude, and is currently editor-at-large for The Asheville Poetry
Review. Hughes-Alain Dal was a young French poet living in Paris prior to the turn of the last half of this
century. His first book, written at the age of twenty, Pourquoi ]e Suis Un Monstre was heralded by one of
France's premier literary patriarchs, Jean Michel Renitour, as being a legitimate successor to Rimbaud's
Illuminations and Baudelaire's Paris Spleen. After the publication of this first book of poems, Dal seems to
have disappeared from the literary scene in Paris leaving no trace. Max Ernst was a seminal figure in both
Dada and Surrealism. In 1925 he invented "frottage" (pencil rubbings of objects). He always sought the
ideal means of conveying the extradimensional world of dreams. John Farris is currently residing in New
York City. Lawrence Ferlinghetti is the legendary founder of City Lights Books in San Francisco. In addi
tion to being the author of numerous books of poetry, including Pictures ofthe Gone World (1955), A Coney
Island ofthe Mind (1958), Landscapes ofLiving and Dying (1979), and These Are My Rivers (1993), he is a
painter and the author of several novels and plays. Charles Henri Ford founded and edited View, the land
mark avant-garde magazine of the arcs. He is the author of Out ofthe Labyrinth: Selected Poems (City
Lights). He is currently working on Automatic Memories with John Yau and ~ter From A Bucket: Journal
1949-1958. Mat Gould-interior is others ulterior-teary and weary-a skinny American monk. Allan
Graubard's most recent theatre work, King Gordogan, an adaptation of the surrealist classic by Radovan
Ivsic, opened at the Ohio Theatre, New York, in February 1997. Other stage productions include There Was
Blood, Much Blood, at Manqattan Class Company Theatre, The Test and The Ampulla at Ensemble Studio
Theatre. In 1994 For Alejandra, an evocation of the life and suicide of South American poet Alejandra
Pizarnik, and in 1993 Glimpses From A Fleeing Window, a book of poems and tales, were published by New
York Press. Gabor Gyukics is Hungarian born and has been living in the United States since 1988. He has
been published in Exquisite Corpse, Rain City Review and River Styx, among others. Michael Haeflinger: so
here it went-innocent eyes-skeptical- «I wanna be a writer"-buy me a typewriter, learn to drink, and
life maps itself out. Jack Hirschman is perhaps the true Poet Laureate of the United States and a visionary
scholar in numerous fields of esoteric study. His publications include The DavidArcane (Amerus Press), The
Bottom Line (Curbstone Press), The Endless Threshold (Curbstone Press), The Xibalba Arcane (Azul Editions)

and The Satin Arcane (Zeitgeist Press). Andre Hoilette is a poet living in Dayton, Ohio. Jim Hughes, acting
mentor for Nexus, has helped make the magazine the tasty taco chat it is. He is a Harvard graduate and
lifelong poet. Valentine Hugo was the favorite visual artist of Andre Breton. His images meshed perfectly
with the goals of surrealism. Nuno Judice was born in 1949 in the village ofMexilhoeira Grande in the
Algarve. cholar, poet and literary critic, he now lives in Lisbon. His extensive publications include sixteen
collections of poetry, s ven books of fiction and six books of essays and criticism. His latest book of poems,
Meditation on Ruins, was published in Lisbon in 1994. Frank Kuenstler, a Hungarian-American poet,
archivist and filmmaker, was part of the very first FLUXUS performance with George Maciunas in New
York City in 1958. He was a well-known figure on Upper Broadway where he operated a floating bookstore
on the sidewalks of the city. His published books include Fugitive Rounds, In Which, Lens, 13 1/2 Poems and
Paradise News. Like Li Po he drank his image reflected in lakes by full moon. Linda Lerner was born and
educated in New York City. Her work has appeared in hundreds of journals throughout the country,
including The New York Quarterly, Bouillabaisse, Slipstream, Home Planet News, Chiron Review and The
Maverick Press. Five collections of her poetry have been published, the most recent, New & Selected Poems
(Ye Olde Font Shoppe 1997). She does not relate well to authority figures. (amen - ed.) Robert LaVigne is a
visual artist living in Seattle. He is well-known for his close associations with the Beat writers and has had
numerous shows nationwide. Nancy Levant is an accomplished poet living in Dayton, Ohio. Her chapbook
Letters To God From A Divorcee (New Song Press) is the best chapbook any one has ever seen. Frank Lima's
books include Angel (WW Norton/Liveright, 1976), Underground With the Oriole (Dutton, 1971) and New
And Selected Poems (Hard Press 1997). Forthcoming publications include IDoBelieveIDoBelieve and Incidents
ofTravel In Poetry (Hard Press 1999). He currently teaches at the New York Restaurant School and resides in
Flushing, New York. Gerard Malanga-Besides being poets and archivists, Frank Kuenstler and Gerard
Malanga also shared an affinity for the 3rd Avenue El. Gers1rd's first photographs chronicling the El's last
day of service May 12, 1955 marked the beginning of a.fruitful body of work starting ten years later. The
poem included here depicts what Gerard remembered of his many trips on the El, and is fondly dedicated
to Frank Kuenstler's memory. Gerard's latest books of poems are Mythologies ofthe Heart (Black Sparrow
Press, 1996) and Resistance To Memory, Portraits ofthe Seventies (Arena Editions, 1998). Judith Malina,
along with Julian Beck, founded The Living Theatre. She's also acclaimed for her extensive journals which
document the consciousness of a generation. She is currently artistic director ofThe Living Theatre with
husband Hanon Reznikov. Herbert Woodward Martin is noted nationwide as the authority on Paul
Laurence Dunbar. He teaches English at The University of Dayton. Anna Kiss Mauser-Martinez has been
reading on the Dayton poetry scene for years. She's like lightning on a summer night. Bryan McMillan
Contrary to popular belief, Bebop McFlannerhauven was not five foot eleven but actually five foot fliveteen.
He currently resides in La Honda, CA, by way of dixie ... R. Moore resides in Florence, MA, operates
CoRoNaMuNdI press and runs a bookstore specializing in radical and visionary poetry, literature and art.
Thurston Moore has remained the most truly viable guitarist to come out of the original punk scene,
continuing co break fresh ground in a milieu long stagnant. He breathes the same aesthetic atmosphere/
poetic territory as Lou Reed, Patti Smith, Richard Hell and Tom Verlaine. A book of his early teenage
poetry is reputedly forthcoming from Waterow Books. Valery Oisteanu is working on a new book of poems
called ZenDada. He has written reviews for the art magazines New York Soho and Cover Arts New York. His
books Moons OfVenus, Temporary Immortality and Passport to Eternal Life, appeared from the Pass Press in
New York. Mark Owens is currently residing in Guadalajara, Mexico. Ron Padgett, along with David
Shapiro, edited the influential Anthology ofNew York Poets. He's been published in numerous magazines and
anthologies worldwide. Gary Pacernick is the author of the poetry volumes The Jewish Poems and Something
Is Happening and the critical texts Memory and Fire: Ten American Jewish Poets and Sing a New Song: Ameri-
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can Jewish Poetry Since The Holocaust. He also edited the letters of David Ignatow. He is Professor of English
at Wright t. University. Chris Patton is currently residing in New Orleans, Louisiana. Larry Sawyerometime blackjack dealer and pool shark is currently wanted in eleven states for refusing to pay a moun
tain of spe ding tickets. He's making a getaway to reece, drink in hand and positively Fourth treet,
ah m ... John Solt is the only Am rican poet to have successfully penetrated the inner circles of the Japanese
avant-garde. He completed Ph.D. work at Harvard on che influential Japanese po t-artist Kicasono Kacue,
which produced two books: Glass Beret (poems) and Nihilist in the Eraser (forthcoming-poems and
history). Sparrow is legendary for his assault on The New Yorker, among other things. He also produces/edits
11th St. Ruse. Tetsuya Taguchi is the editor of Electric Rexroth in Kyoto, Japan. Yves Tanguy-French
American painter, born in Paris, and self-trained. His work includes Mama, Papa is Wounded (1927, Mu
seum of Modern Art, New York) and Lazy Days (1937 Musee Nationale d'Art Moderne, Paris). Cathy
Vance is a visual artist and poet who attends Wright St. University. She has a BA. in fine arts and enjoys
organic living and horticulture. Paul Violi was born in 1944 in New York. He has taught at various colleges
and universities and has published six books of poems, including Likewise and The Curious Builder. A book
of new poems, Fracas, will be out in October. Mary E. Weems is a performance poet, playwright, and part
time creative writing instructor. She was winner of the 1995 Wick chapbook competition for her collection
white. Her work has been widely anthologized, most recently in Spirit and Flame: An Anthology ofContem
porary African American Poetry. Terry Wtlson-The Nervous System is a text relating to the author's recently
completed Perilous Passage, which in tum finalizes a trilogy commencing with Dreams ofGreen Base and ''D"
Train. A.D. Winans has been publishing in the small presses since 1965. Some of the magazines he's ap
peared in include: City Lights Journal, New York Quarterly, Beat Scene, Beatitude, Second Coming and Con
frontation. He was a long time friend of the poet Jack Micheline. Jud Yalkut is a filmmaker, video artist and
collage artist who lives in Dayton, Ohio.
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Ira Cohen, Timothy Baum, Jim Hughes, John Solt, Bob Moore, Michael Haeflinger, mARK oWEns,
icole Wall, Tom Ohrman, Brian Williams, Steve Gross, Charles Henri Ford, Gerard Malanga, Tetsuya
Taguchi, Alexis Larson, Gerry Petrak, Carmen, Jim Ingram, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Jack Hirschman, Henry
Limouze, Thurston Moore, Lee Ranaldo, A.D Winans, Frank Lima, Ron Padgett, Paul Violi, Robert
LaVigne, Judith Malina, Thomas Rain Crowe, Jud Yalkut, Mohamed Choukri, Terry Wilson, Basho,
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Harpo Marx, Yves Tanguy, Charlie Chaplin, Jack Micheline, Allen Ginsberg, Blaise Cendrars, Miles Davis,
William Burroughs, Jean Cocteau, Arthur Rimbaud, Jean Genet, Henry Miller, Philippe Soupault, &
Bob Dylan
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special thanks to john and Diana Sawyer
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